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or the first issue The Calgary Journal summer
editors constructed, we decided on the theme
of Canada 150. I knew what I wanted to write
about, having only a small idea of the topic: what
does Canada 150 means to Indigenous people?
I am not Indigenous. No one on The Journal’s
summer crew is Indigenous. I thought this story
was an important one, so we proceeded with the
idea by reaching out to as many Indigenous people
that we could contact, including people with strong
opinions about Canada 150 and Calgary-area
Indigenous people doing amazing work in their
own right.
Our cover was born out of a conversation we had
in the newsroom, inviting The Calgary Journal’s
own Trevor Solway, a Mount Royal journalism
student who wrote “My name is Piitawotaan: How
a white man was adopted into the Piikani First
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Nation in Southern Alberta” for this issue. Solway
is a Blackfoot from the Siksika Nation. The cover
relates to a comment a source said to me, about
the history of this country going much further back
than 150 years.
I think that continuing the dialogue surrounding
Indigenous peoples in Canada is important, and
I think the cover starts that conversation. I hope
people continue to learn about Indigenous issues
after you read the story.
TERMINOLOGY
For readers wondering why they see the term
“Indigenous” on the following pages, The Calgary
Journal follows The Canadian Press (CP) Stylebook as a
guide for reporting and spellings, as per faculty editor
Ian Tennant.
According to the CP Stylebook, three groups make

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

up Canada’s Aboriginal Peoples: First Nations, Métis and
Inuit. Instead of using Aboriginal, a term more common
in Australia, The Journal has elected to use Indigenous,
also acceptable by the CP Stylebook.
Journal reporters are also encouraged to ask
Indigenous sources which group they prefer to be
identified with.

ABOUT US
The Calgary Journal is produced by a vibrant team of
next-generation journalists. Based out of the Mount
Royal University’s journalism program, we aim to tell
the untold stories of what is current, trending, and
happening locally.
Check out the Calgary Journal online at
calgaryjournal.ca and find us on Snapchat,
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook at @
CalgaryJournal for extra content.
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FOR STARTERS

What does it mean to be
Canadian?
Calgary Journal reporters attended the Lilac Festival on June 4 to ask Canadians what does
being a Canadian mean to them. Here are some of their responses.

“Well it actually means a lot to me.
I, myself, am an immigrant. I came
from the former Soviet Union for
the opportunities ... and Canada
was able to provide me with the
best opportunities. I cannot thank
Canada more for the lifestyle I am
enjoying right now with my family
and I am truly proud to be Canadian
and I truly love it as my home and
even [if ] I was not born here I love it
as my native land.”
Guy Innes

“I think as Canadians we need to
stop saying sorry and we just have
to be who we are and yeah just
stop saying sorry for being who
we are.”

“I travel a lot with my job. So I’m
obviously very proud to be Canadian
when I do go overseas ‘cause Canada
is a lot with the world, and supporting
the world, supporting different
world issues. So yeah, that’s probably
[when I’m] the most proud, when I go
overseas and see how well Canadians
are respected overseas and how much
they are valued.”

“What I like about Canada is not only
the beautiful, beautiful country we
have, the mountains, and the rivers,
and the lakes, and especially the
Prairies. But I also like the fact that
politically it’s quite free.”

Liliya Gerov

Hamlet, The Clown

Curtis Lang
4
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FOR STARTERS
“I mean being humble, we’ve
done a lot of travelling and
we’re always really well-received.
When we tell people we’re from
the Rockies, people that have
travelled all around the world
and have travelled here really
feel that it’s one of the most
beautiful places on earth and
it’s right in our backyard so it’s a
privilege.”

“To me to be Canadian, honestly,
I feel like it really means freedom.
We are both huge nature fans so
obviously the 150-year, all of the
parks are accessible to everyone
so that’s awesome. Just getting
outside, enjoying nature.”

Mala & Me founders, Sabrina Silins, left,
and Amanda Magyar
“First and foremost it means that we
are free to hold whatever views we like
and we’re free to disagree with one
another and do so peacefully... I also
think it means that we live in a society
where every individual has rights and
those rights are considered worthy of
protection and I think that’s a really,
really important piece. Yeah I think it
means multiculturalism, and diversity,
and seeing that that actually is at the
end of the day our strength.”

“I guess we probably do say sorry a
lot. I just think it really represents a
respect for diversity, and a respect
for rights, and a respect for the idea
that people come with different
perspectives and that creates a
stronger society, not a weaker one.”

Calgary-Buffalo MLA, Kathleen Ganley

Fourth Street S.W. was packed with Calgarians flocking from one stall to another as the Lilac Festival extends from 13th Avenue to Elbow Drive on June 4.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Oh Cannabis

Canada’s growing marijuana industry prepares for legalization

“We are seeing ramping up in the current market and
once legalization hits and we are going to see a whole
new retail market open and a whole stream of businesses
that will start at that point.”
McMahon believes her staffing agency will be
successful because there will be a wide variety of new
jobs available — production, managerial, director
of sales, chief financial officer, IT, HR, accounting and
marketing. She encourages people that may want to
“shake up their careers a little bit” to bring some of their
experience into a new and thriving industry.

CANNABIS EXPOS: PREPARING FOR AN INDUSTRY
Lift is a cannabis expo that began in Toronto and now
has expanded to Vancouver. The idea behind creating a
large-scale cannabis expo was that “there was a gap in
the market,” says CEO, Matei Olaru.
Last year in Toronto, the expo hosted nearly 10,000
people. This year, there was a 50 per cent increase in
both guests and exhibitors.
Olaru credits this increase to the fact that legalization
–Matei Olaru
in Canada is not far away. “Next year, legalization starts
and presumably you’re going to have an extra four
million people using cannabis.”
The goal of the expo is to help educate people about
in anticipation of increased demand — most will be
ready to offer tools, information, and resources to people “maturing the industry.” Olaru believes the market is
becoming successful, despite having a few obstacles —
trying to enter the industry.
Edmonton company Cannabis at Work is currently there is a lot of misinformation and lack of information
Canada’s only marijuana staffing agency. The company about the cannabis industry.
“There is a stereotype
began in 2015 to help
of being a stoner. If
educate and train people
there is a business that
about marijuana at the
is stereotyped as a
workplace. According to
cannabis business then
their website, “changing
you probably can’t be too
cannabis laws require
successful. Usually it is a
employers
to
reset
lack of information that is
expectations on cannabis
impeding progression.”
use in the workplace.” This
Olaru says the business
aspect of their business
side has been seeing a
is still in progress, but in
lot of demand. At this
2017 they launched their
year’s expo, they hosted a
staffing division.
business-only day, which
Alison McMahon,
saw different panels and
founder and CEO of
even a pitch contest —
Cannabis at Work, says,
with celebrity judge Brett
“I always had the staffing
–Alison McMahon
Wilson from the CBC show
part in the back of my
Dragon’s Den.
mind. But, two years ago
“[Some people] thinks
the marketplace was not at
it’s just a flower, that you
the maturity that it needed
to support a staffing agency. Now as we are approaching just roll a joint and then smoke it — but there is so much
legalization and a firmer date around legalization, then it more to it.”
Global News reported that construction of an
was time to launch the staffing division.”
McMahon has high hopes that legalization will be a 800,000 square-foot Aurora Sky cannabis production
strong and thriving industry in Canada. “The businesses facility is currently underway in Edmonton. The $100
in the legal-cannabis sector are already ramping up for million project is expected to create 200-300 jobs in
legalization because existing licensed producers will be the Cannabis industry. Aurora also currently has a
production facility in Cremona, Alta.
producers in the recreational market as well.

“[Some people] thinks it’s just
a flower, that you just roll a joint
and then smoke it — but there is
so much more to it.”

NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

nwoolridge@cjournal.ca

C

anada is on the cusp of an exciting time as
the cannabis industry begins to grow and the
legalization of marijuana is on the horizon.
With the election of Justin Trudeau as prime minister,
legalization of recreational marijuana is getting closer
every day. Trudeau’s platform in the 2015 federal election
promised to legalize, regulate, and restrict access to
marijuana.
Canada will be one of very few countries to legalize
marijuana — a promise that has led to the beginning of
a growing industry.
Legalization is set to take place in less than a year on
Canada Day — July 1, 2018.
A GROWING INDUSTRY
There are strong indications that the marijuana business
is beginning to take off. Colette Rivet, executive director
of Cannabis Canada, fully expects an increase in the
number of cannabis businesses in Canada. “There
are over 400 applicants according to Health Canada
right now and they’re actively reviewing some 180
companies,” she says.
Cannabis Canada represents only medical marijuana
companies in Canada. The association currently serves
“17 companies of the total of 36 companies out there.”
When asked if they would begin to accept memberships
from incoming recreational marijuana companies, Rivet
said the association would continue their membership
drive.
Companies and associations related to marijuana are
beginning to establish themselves or expand operations
6
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“We are seeing ramping up in
the current market and once
legalization hits we are going to see a whole new retail
market open and a whole
stream of businesses that
will start at that point.”

Getting to know the
proposed Cannabis Act
All of this information is subject to changes
in the proposed law. This information is from
the Government of Canada and is only what
the government is suggesting. Provinces
will be able to decide on their own laws and
regulations, such as the legal age limit.
If you are 18 years or older you will be
able to…
• Possess 30g of legal cannabis
• Share up to 30g of legal cannabis with
other adults

Cannabis at Work CEO, Alison McMahon, posing at her booth at the Lift Expo in 2017. McMahaon’s company helps
people find jobs in the growing cannabis industry.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ALISON MCMAHON

• Purchase cannabis from a provincelicensed retailer (dried cannabis, fresh
cannabis and cannabis oil)
Growing your own…
• You will be able to grow up to four
cannabis plants
• Plants cannot be grown taller than 100cm
• Plants must be grown from licensed seed
or seedlings
• You will be allowed to make cannabis
products: such as food and drinks in your
own home

Lift is a cannabis expo that brings together cannabis businesses and clients. Attendance at the expo in Toronto last
year was under 10,000 but increased 50 per cent this year.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MATEI OLARU

REGULATION AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

GOVERNMENT REGULATION AND
INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Illegal distribution or sale
• Tickets for small amounts or up to 14 years in jail

• Strict requirements for producers (grow and
manufacture cannabis)

Possession over the limit (30 grams)
•Tickets for small amounts or up to five years in jail

• Monitor types of cannabis products that will
be allowed for sale

Production of cannabis beyond personal use
for adults
• Tickets for small amounts or up to 14 years in jail

• Packaging and labelling requirements for
products, standardized measurements and
serving sizes.
•Prohibiting the use of certain ingredients
and restrictions on promoting cannabis and
products

Taking cannabis across Canada’s borders
• Up to 14 years in jail

Source: Government of Canada

Adults will be able to possess up to
30g of legal cannabis.

NEWS

Tourist crossing

Increase of tourism in Banﬀ for Canada 150

PHOTO BY NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

I

NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

nwoolridge@cjournal.ca

f you are planning a trip to Banff this summer you had
better be prepared for crowds because the park is
bracing for an increase in tourism over the summer for
Canada’s 150th birthday.
Expedia.ca expects Canadians will be doing a lot of
their vacationing in their backyard — especially in tourist
hotspots like Banff National Park.
Manager of Visitor Experience Greg Danchuk says the
park has been preparing for an increase in tourism and
traffic since the federal government made it easier to
enjoy national parks.
CANADA PARKS PASS
One reason that national parks may see an increase
in traffic is due to the fact that Canada Parks released a
Canada Discovery Pass. The passes allow individuals
or groups that are travelling together free entry into a
national park. The passes are valid in all national parks
from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2017.
“With 2017 being the 150th anniversary for Canadian
Confederation and that National Parks are free for entry,
we anticipate that there will be an increase,”says Danchuk.
“Over the last five years we have been averaging about
a five per cent increase and we would expect that would

8
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continue regardless of the free entry. Now, will there be
more? We are prepared for more.”
Danchuk wants people to arrive at the park with the
expectation that it will be busy. The solution to easing
frustrations with the crowds is that “we need to provide
them with information that if a certain location is busy,
then maybe come at a different time.”
The Banff National Park has launched a website that
will provide people with live updates on busy locations at
different times of day. You can find it by searching: http://
www.pc.gc.ca/banffnow.
Banff National Park is anticipating that the tourist
hotspots will include Lake Louise, Johnston Canyon and
Lake Minnewanka. Transit systems have been put in
place to get people to and from some of these popular
locations.
TAKE TRANSIT: LEAVE THE CARS AT HOME
Danchuk urges people to take transit. “That is a big plus,
we feel — it is an environmentally friendly approach —
less cars on the highway and less cars [in the park].”
A bus link between Calgary and Banff was launched
June 17 and will continue throughout the summer until
Sept. 4. The transit will run on weekends and holidays,

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

with 10 buses leaving from Calgary and 13 returning. The
idea is to give people an incentive to leave their vehicles
at home.
On-It Regional Transit offers two bus stops in Calgary
that will bring you to and from Banff National Park. Check
out their website for more information on bus schedules
and locations.
“That will be $10 per person — quite affordable we
hope.”
Along with the buses to and from Calgary, affordable
transit within the park will be available. Most transit is
only a few dollars or free to get around the National Park.
Free transit from Banff to Minnewanka will allow campers
and others to leave their cars and and help reduce traffic.
As well, shuttles between Lake Louise and Banff will
take off hourly starting at 7 a.m. and ending at 6 p.m.
From the overflow parking at Lake Louise there will also
be shuttle that will take people to the upper lake —
another free transit option.
“You can get just about anywhere if you take transit,”
says Danchuk.
BOOKING A HOTEL
In a statement to the Calgary Journal, Expedia.ca said,

NEWS
“with our low Canadian dollar, more Canadians are
looking to travel domestically this year. In Alberta,
Calgary and Banff have experienced an increase in hotel
bookings and are showing to be more popular this year
for travellers.”
Over a month before Canada’s July 1 birthday, Expedia.
ca showed that more than 90 per cent of hotels and
resorts had been booked for the Canada Day weekend.
The next weekend — July 7 to July 9 — also sees a lot of
sold out hotels.
Skipping ahead, the trend continues in August where
a lot of places are already booked through until the
end of summer. Rooms are still available but in very low
quantities. On Expedia.ca most places are showing that
they are either sold out or in high demand.
Popular hotel locations, such as the Fairmont Banff
Springs, are looking forward to welcoming guests coming
into the park for Canada 150. A representative from the
Fairmont, Tara Gaucher, said, “Summer is traditionally a
busy time in the destination as we see an abundance of
tour guests and leisure travellers in and around Banff.”
The Fairmont is looking to accommodate guests and
others who want to “to enjoy all the amenities at our
resort beyond spending the night.”
On Expedia.ca, the Fairmont is currently sold out
for Canada Day weekend and at many other times
throughout the summer.
“We are prepared to provide people with opportunities
to have great experiences,” says Danchuk.

Travel Tips
1. Take transit: Avoid traffic and take advantage
of cheap transit prices.

“You can get just about anywhere if you take transit,” says Greg Danchuk, manager of visitor experience at Banff National
Park. Transit will be available to the park from Calgary and a variety of different routes within the park over the summer.
PHOTO BY NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

2. Expect there will be some busy locations. Be
ready to adapt and change your plans. Always
have a back-up.
3. Plan ahead: Utilize websites to find the
best times and locations that fit what you are
looking for.
4. Book in advance: Book your hotel rooms in
advance. Possibly even dinner reservations
if you know when you will be there. If you’re
planning to go to an event or take part in an
activity, buy the tickets ASAP.
The Trans-Canada Highway between Calgary and Canmore is often quite busy. If people decide to take transit, they can help keep
roads a little more open during the summer.
PHOTO BY NATHAN WOOLRIDGE
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Walking the line

Investigating how Calgary police oﬃcers
make life or death decisions

PHOTO BY NINA GROSSMAN

I

JOSIE LUKEY

jlukey@cjournal.ca

NINA GROSSMAN

ngrossman@cjournal.ca

But Mount Royal University justice studies professor
Doug King says higher numbers of shootings can
cause public distrust of police — a problem in itself.

n 2016 five Calgarians were killed by members
of the Calgary Police Service (CPS). Police officers
walk a fine line between protection and harm. In
the final moments of a violent encounter, how do
they make life or death decisions?
Calgary police don’t reference one specific use of
force model, but rely heavily on in-the-moment
decision-making. In 2016 Calgary had more policeinvolved shootings than any other Canadian city.
How are officers making decisions during frantic,
fast-moving encounters with violence? Should
anything change?
Toronto and Vancouver have more than double the
population of Calgary, but currently the two cities
have far less police-involved investigations in their
jurisdictions.
Compared to cities like Chicago, where police
shootings are responsible for 92 deaths and 170
injuries over a six-year span, Calgary’s 2016 policeshootings don’t look like a big problem. Bordering a
country that had nearly 1,000 fatal police shootings
in 2015 alone makes police violence in Canada seem
like a non-issue.

PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS
It’s been more than 25 years since King has worked
with the Calgary Police Service (CPS) as a civilian
researcher — but he’s still keeping tabs on the
service.
King focuses on areas related to criminal law, law
enforcement, policing and issues related to diversity
in the criminal justice system. He can’t help but
notice CPS has lost its reputation for innovation in
all of those areas.
Data from 2016 reveals 56 per cent of Calgarians
were satisfied with the service CPS delivers to
citizens — the lowest the number has been in five
years. The number of satisfied employees with CPS is
even lower: 25 per cent.
The Calgary Journal reached out to the Police
Commission who offered a five-minute statement
which was declined by reporters of this story.
According to King, how the public views police
services is becoming a bigger issue due to increased
scrutiny by the media and the ability for people
to easily video-record situations. With 10 police-

10
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involved shootings in 2016, five fatal, King says he’s
not surprised CPS’ reputation has declined.
THE USE OF FORCE
Police agencies in Canada use police-intervention
management models as training and practice
guides. What was once a linear model called the Use
of Force Model is now the Incident Management
Intervention Model, or IMIM, a circular graphic of
situation-based intervention techniques requiring
officers assess risk before deciding on a level of force.
While a police officer’s reaction to a violent situation
can be guided by training, King says in-the-moment
responses boil down to officer discretion.
“People need to understand a police officer
isn’t trained in terms of how to use force in every
particular instance,” he says. “So there’s a fair amount
of discretion that has to go in and judgment
happening.”
Sgt. Lee Stanton, a member of CPS says they
references the IMIM model as an “instant command
model” but for the most part, the service relies on
situation-based training. CPS, he explains, moved
away from the Alberta Association of Chiefs of Police
(AACP) use of force model about 10 years ago.
“[We] started talking more about situation specifics.

NEWS
We teach more about situations and incident officer’s lawful request, “pulling away from an officer
specifics and the dynamics with them,” Stanton says. or refusing to move,” as defined by the Sinclair
“We teach a number of different tools and College Criminal Justice Training Academy, than the
techniques, all have limitations [and] the limitations officer is directed to use “soft control” to get a handle
are important, obviously for the officers to make on the situation.
a good, dynamic, critical decision based on that
According to the RCMP’s website, “soft techniques”
specific incident and whatever [is] best to de- include distracting the subject with “open hand
escalate that situation given the circumstances they strikes and pressure points” and controlling the
find themselves under.”
subject with “restraining techniques, joint locks and
The first and most minor level of force is officer non-resistant handcuffing.”
presence, an incident
If
the
situation
management practice
escalates to displays
relying
on
the
of “active aggression,”
public’s subconscious
where the subject
adherence.
becomes a physical
“Anybody who has
threat or uses force
been driving down
against the officer,
the street in Calgary
IMIM directs police to
and sees a uniform
move to hard physical
patrol vehicle knows
techniques—still
the officer’s presence
attempting to control
affects how you drive,”
the situation without
explains King. “You
the use of weapons.
slow right down.”
The RCMP website
If the individual in
says punches, kicks and
–Doug King
a given situation is
‘vascular neck restraint’
cooperative, IMIM says
are examples of these
officers should rely
techniques.
only on verbal and
“It’s at that point that
physical communication.
an officer is trained to consider using what are
“That’s typically if you are dealing with someone called intermediate weapons,” says King.
who is understanding of the situation and just needs
Batons, pepper-spray, tasers and other conducted
some direction, you know ‘stay here,’ or ‘don’t move,’ energy weapons fit in this category. Before deadly
says King.
force becomes an option, IMIM explains that
officers should, if possible, consider “tactical
BREAKING DOWN THE SITUATION
repositioning:” removing themselves from the
If the subject begins to display “passive aggressive” situation, seeking alternative cover or calling in
or “passive resistant” behaviour by ignoring an backup or specialty units.

“People need to understand
a police officer isn’t trained
in terms of how to use force
in every particular instance...
there’s a fair amount of
discretion that has to go in
and judgement happening.”

McQueen became a paraplegic after a diving accident in his
twenties. The 53-year-old was shot by police last January.
PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK

Sanjai Prasad or “Kilo” was killed by police in a Calgary
underground parkade. The 41-year-old had a history of crime
but friends say he didn’t deserve his fate.
PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK
“If at all feasible to withdraw, an officer should leave
the situation, wait for people to come…” says King
but he adds that if their life or the life of someone
nearby is perceived to be in danger, officers are
trained not to withdraw, but to implement the use
of deadly force, or in other words, to discharge
their firearm.
There is a misconception, according to King,
that police could shoot at the subject’s limbs or
non-vital body parts to avoid a lethal shot. “The
difficulty [...] is that often times, depending on the
state of the individual it’s addressing, that wouldn’t
stop them,” he says.

Calgarians drive through the streets where the fifth and final fatal police-involved shooting of 2016 took place. Jessica Lee Patterson
was only 27 when she was shot and killed by police in the southwest Sunalta neighbourhood.
PHOTO BY NINA GROSSMAN
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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FLAWS IN THE MODEL
The previous use of force model may have changed
shape to accommodate one key fact: situations rarely
escalate in a manageable, linear way.
In fact, the RCMP website explains how the circular
representation of the IMIM model reflects the “rapidly
evolving and dynamic nature of policing.”
When no non-lethal methods of intervention seem
feasible, the website says officers can use“any reasonable
weapon of opportunity to defend themselves or
members of the public.”
King emphasizes this right. “If someone is coming at
us and we make the judgement they are going to kill
us, we have the right to defend ourselves which might
mean taking their life,” he says, adding the Canadian
Criminal Code extends this Right to civilians.
“[Police] are told to look at the situation before you
decide on the use of force, make a decision [and] at that
point your training kicks in and not to second guess.”
Sgt. Stanton had similar thoughts. Adding however,
that there would be no changes to the current
training model.
AT RISK PUBLIC
According to King, the at-risk public includes those in
mental distress or suffering from substance addictions.
As the Alberta Serious Incident Response Team (ASIRT)
is still investigating Calgary’s 2016 police-involved
shootings, there have been no official statements on
the mental health conditions of any of the victims.
ASIRT is the main body that investigates any incidents
where Alberta police officers are involved that resulted
in serious injury or death.
Multiple attempts were made to ASIRT for an interview,
none of which were acknowledged.
In their training, Alberta police officers are required
to take a seven-hour online course called Policing and
Persons with Mental Illness. The course is designed to
grow behaviour-centred policing and enhance general
knowledge about mental health.

Icicles hang from the detached garage in Sundance where Bob
Crowle was shot and killed in October 2016.
PHOTO BY NINA GROSSMAN
FIVE FATALITIES
In 2016 there were 10 police-involved shootings.
Five were fatal.
Dave McQueen, 53
Died Jan. 24, 2016.
Shot in backyard in Huntington Hills.
Sanjai Prasad, 41
Died July 14, 2016.
Shot in Inglewood parking garage.
Bob Crowle, 76
Died Oct. 11, 2016.
Shot dead in detached garage behind house.
Terrence Weinmeyer, 49
Died Nov. 22, 2016.
Shot in front of a Montgomery strip mall.
Jessica Lynn Patterson, 27
Died Nov. 29, 2016.
Shot on street in Sunalta.

Until the Alberta Serious Incident Response Team (ASIRT) concludes its investigations, there’s no room for assumptions or blame.
What are the next steps after a year with 10 total police-involved shootings?
PHOTO BY NINA GROSSMAN
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“They shot him three times in the (expletive) head and he didn’t
have a chance,” Weinmeyer’s father told the Calgary Sun. “He
was murdered. The cops were judge, jury and executioner.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF CRIME STOPPERS
To read more on the lives and final moments of the
five Calgarians who were killed by police officers in
2016, visit calgaryjournal.ca.
WHAT`S NEXT
Back in December 2016, Calgary Police Chief
Roger Chaffin responded to the high number of
shootings by promising a review of how CPS uses
force. But as of February 2017 no steps have been
made to make progress on the promise. For King,
that’s concerning.
“I don’t mean to be blowing my own horn, but it’s
guys like me who get on the media and say ‘CPS you
promised a review. You did it three months ago. You
said that months ago and you’ve taken no steps,
where are you now on it?’ So I think the more you
just track, report and hold CPS to account that’s the
way we progress and things get better.”
The Calgary Journal reached out to Les Kaminski,
Vice-President of the Calgary Police Association
for comment. Although Kaminski initially agreed
to an email interview, he declined when he
received questions.
On May 17, 2017, CPS announced it’s initiating
an independent review of its policies, procedures,
practices, training, equipment and use of lethal
force. The review, to be conducted by retired
Superior Court Justice Neil Wittmann, is not
aiming to assign individual fault to last year’s
incidents but to tackle systemic issues that lead
to lethal use of force.
Wittman has 50 years of legal experience,
including legal practice in criminal and civil law
and 18 years as a Superior Court Justice. He’ll be
consulting with stakeholders, experts and CPS
members during his review.
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Resisting Canada’s 150 celebration

PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

Canada is celebrating 150 years since Confederation in 1867. For some Indigenous
people living in Canada, there isn’t much to celebrate.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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T

his year marks Canada’s 150th birthday since
Confederation, but not every Canadian feels
like celebrating.
Many Indigenous and non-Indigenous people are
speaking out against the Canada 150 celebration,
with some using the hashtag #Resistance150. It was
created to push back against celebrating 150 years
of Canada when the history of the land is much
longer for Indigenous people.
#RESISTANCE150
“It is a complete farce that Canada would celebrate 150
years of itself when there is 15,000 years of Indigenous
history and stories and ancestry in these lands,” says
Christi Belcourt, a Métis visual artist and one of the
creators of #Resistance150.
Many Canadians recognize that Indigenous
people haven’t always been treated well in this
country, but it isn’t often discussed. For Belcourt
and others, it’s important to recognize that the
land we now call Canada has been around for
much longer than 150 years, and people lived Heritage Park hosted a Canada 150 event on June 18 called “Drum. Dance. Discover.” to “celebrate Indigenous culture”. Here they fly
here well before Confederation.
flags with names of Treaty 7 First Nations.
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
So what does 150 years of Canada really mean? It’s
Murdoch points to the many things that are still in disappearances among Indigenous women, which
a celebration of 150 years since Confederation. On
place to this day, including the Indian Act, limiting continues to grow at an alarming rate.
July 1, 1867, what was then known as the Province
First Nations peoples’ land to reservations, and
On Twitter, #Resistance150 includes many
of Canada (now Ontario and Quebec) joined New
Indigenous children still being taken away from examples of ways in which Indigenous people have
Brunswick and Nova Scotia to become the Dominion
their families for child welfare reasons, which many been mistreated in the past 150 years. A picture of
of Canada. To many, Confederation marked the
Canadian news organizations are referring to as the a poster tweeted by one user under the hashtag
beginning of Canada eventually becoming an
“Millennium Scoop.” It’s a reference to the “Sixties reads, “Canada 150 Years of Broken Treaties.”
independent country.
Scoop” which placed many Indigenous children in
It’s now 2017, and Canada 150 is being celebrated
non-Indigenous homes in the 1960s, a practice that IN THE PAST
everywhere you look. The Canadian government, news
continued up to the 1980s.
Belcourt and Murdoch, both based in Ontario, along
outlets like Global and CBC, along with numerous retail
“All these things are still continuously happening, with the other founders of the hashtag sought to
stores like Roots, McDonald’s, Amazon and Walmart
and it’s like, ‘Holy shit, I thought we were supposed bring attention to the plight of Indigenous peoples
are all branding themselves for Canada 150. Even
to have reconciliation,’” Murdoch adds.
as a result of settlers coming to Canada, and how
postage stamps will say something about Canada 150
Statistics Canada’s deeply colonization influenced Indigenous peoples
this year, and almost
report
Aboriginal both in the past and present.
every city’s tourism
Peoples:
Fact
“Canada’s wealth and well-being has been
strategy is focused
Sheet for Canada thriving off of the theft of Indigenous lands, off the
on the celebration.
shows as of 2012 dispossession of Indigenous peoples from their
It’s difficult to be
there are many lands for the full, non-stop resource extraction.
bombarded
with
more
troubling That’s what Canada has done well, financially and
imagery of Canada
facts,
including in the world, doing that. It’s to the detriment of our
150 everywhere you
almost
half
of people,” Belcourt says.
look when you feel
the
on-reserve
One of the most recognized pieces of Canada’s
there’s been more
population of First darker history pertains to residential schools. The
struggle in the past
Nations
people residential school system was created with the
150 years than reason
–Isaac Murdoch
live in a home that sole purpose of assimilating Indigenous children
for celebration.
is
overcrowded into Canadian society by forcibly taking them
“For myself, I don’t
or needing major from their families and placing them in religious
hate the guy down
repairs. A CBC report schools. Between 1883 and 1996, more than 139
the street. But at
in 2016 showed schools were opened and closed. The Truth and
the same time, are
that over a quarter Reconciliation Commission of Canada found that
we really going to celebrate Canada? This is still very
of prison inmates are of Indigenous descent, 6,000 children died in the schools and that more
fresh, this is not something that’s the past, it’s still
according to Canada’s correctional investigator will be documented.
happening,” says Isaac Murdoch, another founder of
Howard Sapers. In 2014, an RCMP report found that
In the introductory paragraph of Honouring
#Resistance150. He’s Ojibwe and has dedicated his life
there were 1,181 cases of murdered or long-term the Truth, Reconciling the Future, a report by the
to preserving Anishinaabe cultural practices.

“This is still very fresh, this is

not something that’s in the
past, it’s still happening.”
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There are many ways in which Canada is trying
to improve reconciliation between the country
and Indigenous peoples, including Reconciliation
Canada, government initiatives, and promises made
on the campaign trail by the Liberal government,
including launching an investigation into missing
and murdered Indigenous women.
Fox says that there is still more to be done in
terms of reconciliation.
“There’s a lot of healing that needs to take place
in First Nations communities,” she says. “Because of
all that, First Nations … they have an overwhelming
number of people with chronic illnesses, bad
addictions, suicides, whatever.”

Part of “Drum. Dance. Discover.” at Heritage Park was showcasing Indigenous businesses. One of the booths featured Hawk Lace
Jewelery, who’s earrings and other jewelry designs can be found on Facebook under the same name.
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, says, “The
establishment and operation of residential schools
were a central element of this policy, which can best
be described as ‘cultural genocide.’”
The last residential school, the Gordon Residential
School in Punnichy, Sask., closed in 1996, a piece
of Canadian history that is now widely regarded
as reprehensible. It is part of Canada’s 150 years of
existence, a dark chunk of history that ended only
21 years ago.
“The [Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada] has pointed out time and again that there
was a genocide against Indigenous peoples and
there doesn’t seem to be the move towards not only
resolving the issues that we live with but resolving
the underlying issue which is to return stolen lands
back into the full power and control of Indigenous
peoples,” Belcourt says.
According to Murdoch and Belcourt, the start of
the problems began with Indigenous peoples’ land
being taken away.
“Land dispossession is a very big issue for
Indigenous people because you need to have a land
base to have your culture, your languages, your way
of life and without land it’s been really hard and it
only opens the door for colonization,” says Murdoch.
“Canada’s wealth and well-being has been
thriving off of the theft of Indigenous lands, off the
dispossession of Indigenous peoples from their
lands for the full, non-stop resource extraction.
That’s what Canada has done well, financially and
in the world, doing that. It’s to the detriment of our
people,” Belcourt adds.
Valentina Fox, a counsellor and Elder at Nakoda
Elementary School in Morley, also finds it hard to
celebrate Canada 150 because of the “huge loss”
within the Indigenous and First Nations community,
but she does believe reconciliation to be a stepping
stone to betterment.

WHAT’S TO CELEBRATE?
Some people, however, do believe there is
reason to celebrate 150 years of Canada. White
European settlers and Indigenous peoples aren’t
the only people who exist in Canada, and Andreas
Tomaszewski thinks it’s important to recognize that.
He is a full-time associate professor in criminal
justice at Mount Royal University with an interest in
the sociology of crime and deviance and Aboriginal
justice issues. He acknowledges Indigenous peoples
have been treated poorly for the past 150 years, but
also believes that there is some reason to celebrate
the anniversary.
“You can’t just say that it’s an opportunity to celebrate
accomplishments for mostly white immigrants and
white-born Canadians, because a lot of non-white
people have reason to celebrate too,” he begins.

A graduate with a bachelor’s degree in First
Nations and Aboriginal Counselling from Brandon
University, Fox reflects on Canada’s treatment
of Indigenous peoples within the context of the
Canada 150 celebration.
“When Columbus discovered North America,”
Fox says, “millions of First Nations on this continent
[were] full, self-governing and free. And then the
colonization process took place, and treaties took
place, and we lost our lands, and we
were relegated to reserves.
“In the beginning, we couldn’t even
leave the reserve without permits,” she
says, “and if anyone dared to leave,
they we were jailed, you know.”
Fox agrees with Belcourt and
Murdoch about the past 150 years
of Canadian history: It hasn’t been
a reason for celebration for many
Indigenous peoples.
“We lost our freedom, our way of
life, our culture,” says Fox.
“We really can’t celebrate a huge
loss in terms of land, culture, all kinds
of things, a way of life.”
On another note, Fox believes that
reconciliation is a step towards a better
future for Indigenous peoples in Canada.
“It’s a good thing actually,” she suggests.
The goal of reconciliation is to
reveal and resolve conflict from the
past. In a Canadian context, that
wrongdoing is how Canada has
treated Indigenous peoples since
Confederation. The purpose of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission
was to report on the residential school
system and how it affected Indigenous
The event schedule for “Drum. Dance. Discover.” included traditional dancing and
individuals.
drumming.
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
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But living in Canada
doesn’t come without
responsibility.
“One
of
the
responsibilities then
lays with, on the one
hand, government,
but also those of
us who have been
here for a while as
settlers, to raise this
awareness of those
who are, in fact,
even more recent
newcomers, because
it is relatively recent
that a lot of people
have actually heard
about
residential
schools and the 60s
Scoop, and those
were active and very
aggressive policies
by, especially the
federal government,
but also by provincial
governments
to
really
eradicate
Indigenous peoples,”
Tomaszewski says.
The responsibility
doesn’t just rest
with the federal
government
to
move reconciliation
forward and make
the
next
150
years better for
Indigenous peoples.
Both Tomaszewski
and Belcourt agree
that non-Indigenous
The Calgary Métis Dancers perform at “Drum. Dance. Discover.” at Heritage Park on June 18. The group
Canadians
need
is a mix of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous dancers.
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
to take part in
recognizing what has
Tomaszewski is specifically talking about the
happened
in
the
decades
since
Confederation.
Canadians that aren’t British and European settlers
“It’s
not
only
Canada
the
state,
as in government,
whose families have been here since Confederation.
but
Canadians,
you
know?
Canadians
need to be
According to Statistics Canada, more than 17
able
to
understand
that
by
calling
out
genocide
million immigrants have come to Canada since
is
not
so
much
affixing
blame
as
it
is
to
say
listen
1867. In 2011, when statistics were last collected,
we
need
to
move
forward
from
this
and
we
cannot
20 per cent of Canadians were not born here.
“I believe in context, that it’s important not to move forward as long as you continue to have our
forget that there are many things where we still lands,” Belcourt says.
need to make improvements and I do believe that
one of these areas is with regards to the relationship
between all of us as non-Indigenous people and
Indigenous peoples of Canada,” Tomaszewski adds.
Those who have come to this vast landscape seeking
refuge and found a new home have reason to celebrate
150 years of Canada. It’s 150 years of building a place
where they could feel safe, and celebrating a Canada
that isn’t just about settlers and Confederation, but
about what has happened since 1867.
16
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LOOKING FORWARD
There are some people who aren’t quite as
interested in focusing on the past, and say it’s more
of a personal mindset than one of the group.
Bert Crowfoot is the founder and CEO of Aboriginal
Multi-Media Society (or AMMSA), which includes
the radio station CFWE-FM and Windspeaker.
com. Both are focused on Indigenous news and
perspectives.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

“When it comes to Canada 150, there’s nothing
I can do about what has been done, but there is
something about how I look at things and how
things will be in the future. I can affect that through
my own personal life,” Crowfoot begins. “I can let
it make me miserable, or I can sit and bitch and
complain, or I can go out and do some positive
things and make some positive changes in my life,
and hopefully those positive changes will affect
people around me.”
Crowfoot says CFWE-FM plans to focus on talking
to successful Indigenous peoples, and hopes that
discussion affects how people see themselves and
their future.
“There’s nothing I can do about other people,”
says Crowfoot, a member of the Siksika First Nation
and a great-great-grandson of Chief Crowfoot, one
of the signatories of Treaty 7. “What I can do is I can
do things about myself, and hopefully by making

“When it comes to Canada
150, there’s nothing I can do
about what has been done,
but there is something about
how I look at things and how
things will be in the future.”
–Bert Crowfoot

other people feel good about themselves, by
making other people smile, by other people start
feeling proud about some of the accomplishments
of our people, which will be on our airwaves,
hopefully that will affect change.”
Whether people are speaking in opposition to
Canada 150 or deciding to take a more personal,
positive view like Crowfoot, many people seem to
recognize that the past 150 years have not been
kind to Indigenous peoples.
What will the next 150 years look like for
Indigenous people in Canada? Murdoch says that
it’s about recognizing what’s been done and taking
real action towards healing the bridges between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians.
He adds there are realities that Canadians need to
understand about Canada 150 and Indigenous people.
“I would hope that Canadians realize that a lot of
people died so that Canada can be in the position
where they are, and that it was unfair and that
it’s still happening,” says Murdoch “I think that it’s
important to know that people are dying, that a
lot of Indigenous people have died as a result of
Canada. Why would they celebrate something that
kills them?”
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150 years for Canada’s Indigenous people

Confederation took place on July 1, 1867, and since then Canada’s Indigenous people have faced and overcome a multitude of hardships, including the creation of residential
schools which saw the federal government tear children away from their families. Today, Canadians are still coming to grips with how Indigenous people have been treated in
the past 150 years. Below is a timeline of events that have impacted both Canada and Indigenous people.
NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

nwoolridge@cjournal.ca

1870s: The ﬁrst residential schools open.
1877: Treaty 7: Signed between the Canadian
government and ﬁve First Nations — the Siksika
(Blackfoot), Kainai (Blood), Piikani (Peigan), StoneyNakoda, and Tsuut’ina (Sarcee). Leading up to the
treaty was a series of negotiations, which involved
cultural and linguistic barriers.
1914-1918: The First World War: Over 4,000 Indigenous
people served in the First World War. Recruits joined for a
number of reasons, including employment and adventure.
1958: James Gladstone became the ﬁrst Indigenous
person appointed to the Senate. Gladstone was an advocate
for changes to the Indian Act. He became a senator before
Indigenous people could even vote in federal elections.
1968: Len Marchand, a member of the Okanagan
Indian Band, becomes the ﬁrst First Nations person to
be elected as a Member of Parliament.The Liberal MP
also became the ﬁrst Indigenous person appointed to
cabinet when Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau appointed
Marchand the Minister of Small Business in 1976.
1985: Indian Act changes: Extends Indian status
to Métis and enfranchised Aboriginals.

1996: The remaining residential schools close.
The last residential school was in Saskatchewan. The
federal government recognized that there were over
130 federally-supported residential schools.

2011: Attawapiskat crisis: A winter housing
crisis in the northern Ontario community of
Attawapiskat sparks conversation about housing
conditions for First Nations people.

2015: A record 10 Indigenous MPs are
elected to sit in the House of Commons.
Sources: The Toronto Star, The Canadian Encyclopedia, CBC Archives, Veterans
Affairs Canada, Global News, Hufﬁngton Post, The Calgary Herald, TIME.

1867 Canadian Confederation took place on July 1.
The British North America Act gives the federal
government responsibility for Indigenous people and
their land.

1867
1870
1877

1876: The Indian Act is passed: Took any remaining selfgoverned natives and made them responsibility of the federal
government.

1876

1885
1914

1939-1945: The Second World War: At least 3,000 Indigenous
peoples — including more than 70 women — enlisted to ﬁght in
the war. This is an estimate by Veterans Affairs Canada and it is
speculated that the number could be much higher.

1939
1958

1968

1960: Indigenous people are ﬁnally given the right to vote
in federal elections. First Nations people had the right to vote
since Confederation but only if they revoked their treaty rights
and Indian status. Inuit had been able to vote since 1950.

1960

1969: The White Paper: Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau’s
government wanted to repeal the Indian Act. It proposed that Indian
affairs become the responsibility of provincial governments. It was
rejected by many First Nations people in 1971 because they were not
consulted about the proposed changes.

1969

1985
1990
1996

2011

2008
2012

2015
2017

1885: The Northwest Rebellion:
Uprising by the Métis people under the
leadership of Louis Riel. The uprising
was short and unsuccessful.

1990: The Oka Crisis: Mohawk protesters oppose a
golf course on native burial grounds near the Quebec town
of Oka (near Montréal). They erected barricades and are
confronted ﬁrst by provincial police and eventually the
Canadian Army. The standoff lasted 78 days, capturing
the attention of Canadians across the country while also
highlighting many Indigenous issues.
2008: Prime Minister Stephen Harper offers a
formal apology for the treatment of Indigenous people
in residential schools.
2012: Harper holds a summit meeting with more than 100 First
Nations chiefs. One of the main focuses of the summit was to
create dialogue about funding for First Nations.

2017: Treaty 7 chiefs will lead the Calgary Stampede
parade. The Stampede has a history of including
Indigenous people in its annual summer celebration.
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My name is Piitawotaan

How a white man was adopted into the Piikani First Nation in Southern Alberta

Grade four teacher Mark Anderson holds giant rattle at Napi’s Playground Elementary on Piikani Nation near Pincher Creek, Alta.
PHOTO BY TREVOR SOLWAY
beard, tinted glasses and a big jovial smile.
TREVOR SOLWAY
tsolway@cjournal.ca
Mark Anderson was noticeable not by his appearance
n the summer, most Indigenous communities across but by his involvement. He buzzed around the powwow
North America have a celebration called “Indian arbour like a humming bird.
“If I’m able and capable of fulfilling a request from
Days,” with festivities that include a powwow, a
someone then I should make that sacrifice and do it,”
rodeo and hand game tournament.
Hundreds of people camp out at the powwow said Anderson.
One moment he was judging the teen boys’ chicken
grounds in tipis and tents. There are food vendors and
dance competition and the next he’s assisting elders
sometimes carnival rides.
The Indian Days are teeming with culture as dancers with their seating, then at 1 a.m., the end of the
walk around in regalia; the beat of the drum becomes powwow, he was helping tabulate scores.
“When I was growing up we didn’t have anything
embedded into the background and community
like this. There was no white culture celebration. I think
members visit with friends and family.
The event encourages cultural revel and with that we had something called ‘Pioneer Days’ where we
comes inclusion -- non-Indigenous people can usually square danced and learned about the migrations west
in the 1800s, but it’s not the same as the real cultural
be seen joining in on the celebration.
The touristy types can be easily seen spectating from celebration that is the powwow,” said Anderson
a safe distance and a well secured comfort zone. They’re reflecting on Piikani Indian Days.
Born in southern Alberta and of European descent,
usually nailed to the bleachers, toe-tapping to the drum
43-year-old Mark Anderson, or Piitawotaan, is a fixture
and overly polite.
Piikani Nation is a Blackfoot reserve east of Pincher in Piikani Nation.
In 2009, Anderson was initially hired as a fourthCreek, Alta., and home to about 3,500 Blackfoot people.
grade teacher at the on-reserve Napi’s Playground
When I first attended the Piikani Nation Indian Days,
I could spot out the usual tropes and archetypes, but Elementary and is now also a part of the annual
through the jingles and feathers and crowds of people Piikani Powwow Committee, Piikani Minor Hockey
Association, and he has organized the princess
I saw a white man.
This wasn’t just any white man; he had a scruffy pageant for four years.

I
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Most importantly, Anderson married into the
Blackfoot community and has since had two Blackfoot
daughters with his wife Andrea Anderson (nèe Scout),
in addition to his five children from a previous marriage.
Anderson represents a unique facet of Indigenous
culture and identity; he is not a status Indian but a
white person who has been accepted and adopted
as a member because of the commitment, dedication
and care he puts into the relationships he’s built in the
community.
The term Status Indian comes from the legal
definition set forth in the 1876 Indian Act. This
legislation determines who has status and who does
not. It has been updated many times and ultimately
says that status is based on ancestry.
There is no other legislation in Canada where a race
of people has to biologically prove through bloodlines
that they belong to that race.
Membership is a different story and is usually a set of
rules constructed by the native community to establish
who is a community member and who is not. This isn’t
always a formal process but is rooted in tradition rather
than biology.
Mark Anderson is a traditional member of Piikani but
he does not have Indian status.
“He was very fond of our traditional ways, our values
and customs. He was very dedicated beyond his
teaching role,” said former Piikani Chief and elder Peter
Strikes With A Gun. “I’d see him at the celebrations, he
was always the person doing the extra things.”
Strikes With A Gun was the elder to give Anderson his
Blackfoot name in 2014.
“I gave him the name Piitawotaan. I have carried
this name from my grandfathers. I told him ‘I feel
very comfortable [giving you this name] because you
deserve to be recognized for your dedication.’”
The name translates to Eagle Shield and according
to Strikes With A Gun the shield is the protector of the
soul and dignity. The shield was important to warriors
who went out to battle because it meant if they died,
the shield would guarantee safe passage onto the next
world.
Strikes With A Gun says Blackfoot names are
important because it means that you will be needed
and called upon.
When I meet people I can introduce myself, nitaniiko
nitankasis Piitawotaan, the name that was given to
me is Eagle Shield. That means a lot to me because it
was gifted to me, to be a part of the community,” said
Anderson.
Anderson’s humble beginnings started in Taber, a
small town east of Lethbridge, known for its famous
“Taber corn.” His family belonged to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
One of Anderson’s eight siblings was his adopted
Cree brother Mike Anderson.
“My parents never presented him as our ‘adopted’
brother, he was just one of us. When you’re born into a
situation like that, you don’t see it as different, you see it
as normal,” said Anderson.
It wasn’t until Anderson was 12 years old, when he
realized his brother Mike was adopted.
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Having a Cree brother opened Anderson’s eyes to the
discrimination against Indigenous people and at times
he would share that burden by also taking the insults.
“We would get teased at school. Kids would call us
‘Indian Lovers,’” said Anderson. “Mike probably went
through way worse than we did but it bothered me, it
hurt me, it frustrated me when I came in contact with
someone with their mind so closed.”
Anderson’s mother always created an open
environment between his Cree brother Mike and the
rest of his siblings. That is where Anderson developed
his open-mindedness to Indigenous culture and people.
In 1992 Anderson graduated from M.R. Myers High
School in Taber. Six months later, he left home to do a
service mission for the church in Mississippi, Louisiana,
Arkansas and Texas.
Anderson is still a practicing Mormon and is often
questioned on that front from fellow Mormons.
“People know I’m at powwows, ceremonies, they ask
me, they have that worried look in their eyes that I’m
running off and joining some pagan doctrine: ‘Are you
allowed to do that? Have you talked to the Bishop about
that?’,” said Anderson. “It’s fine. I’m not compromising
who I am.”
Anderson doesn’t see it as a problem and
finds Blackfoot spirituality and the Mormon faith
complementary of each other.
Upon coming home from his mission Anderson spent
a year at the University of Lethbridge in open studies
where he took a Native American Studies class which
first exposed him to the American Indian Movement,
The Oka Crisis and Indian Residential Schools.
He remembers going home and sharing what he
learned with his mother.
“She was American. George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, Christopher Columbus are all her heroes and
she had that romantic ideal. I would talk to her about
how North America was stolen and she would get
defensive and argumentative,” said Anderson.
Anderson would bring up his new-found knowledge
often and overtime his mother became aware and

understood that there was another side to the story.
He then spent the next 10 years bouncing between
school and truck driving and had married and started
a family. He would have bouts of returning to school,
then he would leave again to drive a truck to support
his growing family.
In 2007 Anderson’s life shifted; he chose to finish his
education but also separated from his first wife. It took a
year for the divorce to be finalized and for the purpose
of this interview Anderson didn’t want to “bother” the
readers with the details.
While finishing up at the University of Lethbridge,
Anderson drove a taxi and was an usher at The Enmax
Centre and in 2009 he graduated with his bachelor’s of
Education, and bachelor’s of Arts.
After graduating Anderson applied to teach at three
nearby reserves; Siksika, Kainai and Piikani.
Piikani called him back for an interview and he was
hired as the fourth-grade teacher at Napi’s Playground
Elementary on Piikani Nation.
Although Anderson had landed his dream job, he
would still drive taxis on weekends in Lethbridge. He
would have usual taxi cab banter with passengers
about things like work and family.
Anderson can recall one passenger scoffing his new
teaching job at Piikani Nation.
“People would say ‘oh, that’s just a starting job right?
Until you teach at a real school?’,” said Anderson. “I was
like ‘no, this is a real school. This is where I see myself
for 20 or 30 years.’”
Anderson will be the first to tell you he doesn’t claim
to be Indigenous but because of the eight years he’s
spent in the community and the relationships he’s
built, he feels a strong connection to the land and
people.
“My skin may be white, and my bloodline may be
all Northern European by ethnicity, but my heart is
Piikani. Piikani is my home,” said Anderson.
It’s that evident time and commitment that
Anderson has put in that makes most community
members warm up to Anderson.

Piikani teacher Mark Anderson explains a lesson he teaches which involves a tipi and a rock.

PHOTO BY TREVOR SOLWAY
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“The connection didn’t happen overnight, as years
went by it got stronger and deeper with the more time
I spent with the people and built the relationship,” said
Anderson.
At Napi’s Playground Elementary it’s not uncommon
for the elders in the community to be present in the
schools for assemblies, ceremonies or to participate in
any in-class cultural activity.
Piikani Nation member Mary-Ruth McDougall is
one of those elders. She can recall being drawn to
Anderson and would frequently visit his classroom.
“I was really impressed with his relationship with
the students. He really cared for all the students and
he tries to learn the culture and the language because
that is lost among our youth,” said McDougall.
McDougall would prove to be essential when tragedy
struck and Anderson’s mother died unexpectedly in
2011.
“I really felt for him. So I told him ‘I’ll never replace
your mother but I’d like to take you as my son,’” said
McDougall.
To this day they remain close. Anderson makes it
a priority that his kids have a relationship with their
grandmother Mary-Ruth.
This practice of traditional adoption goes back to
the pre-colonial era of the Blackfoot -- before Canada,
the Indian Act and Residential Schools.
“In the early days, our people just took in children
as their own. Once they adopted a person, they were
theirs. There was no ‘my adopted son, or my adopted
mother,’ they took them in as family,” said Kent
Ayoungman, a ceremonial knowledge holder at Old
Sun Community College in Siksika Nation, an hour east
of Calgary, Alta.
I arranged to meet Anderson at his classroom on
Feb. 20, the Family Day holiday to see where he works.
He greeted me at the doors of the school and escorted
me to his classroom. Anderson wore a loud Toronto
Maple Leafs shirt, which was his way of dressing up for
an interview.
“It’s one of the few collared shirts I have,” chuckled
Anderson.
The school was empty with most of the lights shut
off. The on-reserve elementary school is culturally
decorated with pictures of notable Blackfoot chiefs and
other Indigenous imagery. Outside each classroom are
bulletin boards with student art projects.
His fourth-grade classroom is filled with former
student art projects, gifted stuffed animals and a pet
garter snake.
Above Anderson’s desk is a cupboard full of native
arts and crafts, a favourite pastime of his.
His interest in the native customs and culture started
when his students would share their talents in the
class, whether that be singing, dancing or drumming.
“I should be encouraging my students and if I’m
encouraging them then I should be willing to do it as
well. I want my students to be proud of who they are,”
said Anderson.
He has three hand drums, which he’s crafted himself.
According to Anderson, the wholesome energy
a drum gives off fuels his love for drums and drum
making.
“I’m told the drum represents the heartbeat of
mother earth. I’ve told my students, it’s more than
that it’s all of our heartbeats too. We all have the same
heartbeat underneath. We’re all the same inside, we
are all that drum, it’s just the skin colour that make us
different.”
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Buttermilk Fine Waffles boasts a Scandinavian exterior design on a bright and sunny day at its location on 17th Avenue S.W.

Wafﬂe maker creates food experiences

PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA

Despite no food experience, facing personal struggles and dealing with a recession,
local entrepreneur still builds a successful business.
ROSEMARY DE SOUZA

S

rdesouza@cjournal.ca

am Friley built Buttermilk Fine Waffles to
improve the Calgary food and culture scene
by recreating his favourite memory for
Calgarians to experience. Despite having zero
food experience and a troubled background, Friley
continues to build on the success of his business with
patrons and reviewers alike.
In his modest, plain white covered office, Friley
talked about how his family had “waffles every
Sunday morning” when he was growing up.
“We have orange juice, waffles, coffee and it
was just this really like warming, just comforting
feeling,” something Friley wanted to “recreate” at his
restaurant.
Sitting in the same office, two weeks before the
business opened, his mom, dad, elder brother Billy
and his sister-in-law pitched ideas for the waffle
dishes that would be part of its menu.
“This is all about creating unique spaces in our city,”
Friley said — something that is needed more than
before.
Before the oil prices crashed, Friley said most
people got jobs in the industry and then quit as soon
as they could to head to the coast.
“Fact is, especially for our generation, there is not
the jobs and there is not the money to allow us to
leave every weekend,” Friley said.
“So we better enjoy the city that we live in.”
“We got to have texture in our cities,” he explained.
“And to have that texture, you need to have
20
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authentic businesses that are influenced by people’s
personalities.”
Friley, who graduated with a degree in geological
engineering from Queens University, never thought
that the food industry would be his future.
“I was like I’ll get this degree… and I’ll be an industry
titan,” he recalled.
“I got a job in the oil business and after like three
minutes, I was like, ‘Oh no!’” Friley joked.
“I went and worked at a brewery after putting
bottles on the line for $14 an hour, and it was way
better,” he added.“I like using my hands. I like moving
pieces.”
After leaving the oil business, Friley also took some
time to help manage Village Ice Cream, a store owned
by his older brother Billy Friley.
“He is just really passionate,” his brother said,
recalling how Sam was concerned about how Village
Ice Cream looked and how their customers were
being served.
“I saw my brother doing something really cool, and
I was super envious of that,” Sam Friley said.
“I loved every bit of building that first business.”
It was not long though before Friley decided to start
his own business, travelling back and forth between
Chicago and Calgary to experiment with different
food concepts. Tacos? Barbecue? Friley thought of
many things before landing on waffles.
“The best food being eaten on this planet is being
eaten by the working people,” Friley said.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Sam Friley builds one of his top-selling dishes, the Fruit Sweet
Waffle. He gets whipped cream on his arm, right below his
Buttermilk Fine Waffles logo tattoo, and does not pause a split
second to notice but rather focuses on finishing his waffle.
PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA
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“The other thing I noticed is the reason it’s good is
because generally that person only does that one thing,
and the only way to make something really good is to
cycle through the ingredients quickly,” he continued.
“So I knew that you actually could do one thing and
keep it really simple and focused,” he said.
Although Friley’s business has been a success since
he opened Buttermilk’s doors on 17th Avenue S.W. in
2015, receiving good responses from Calgarians and the
media alike, he admitted to having gone through difficult
moments.
“I doubted myself a lot… it’s a part of my story,” Friley
mentioned.
“One year after I opened this business I ended up going
to rehab,” he explained. “I was in rehab for six months ...
Literally, within 12 months of opening this place I had to
leave, like it was eating me alive,” he added.
Upon coming back from rehab, Calgary and Friley’s
business have been dealing with the impact of the local
recession.
“Buttermilk has experienced some rough times,” said
Raven O’Reilly, an associate in the restaurant. “But he still
tries to put our name out there, whether it’s like for your
business or just the smaller aspect of like the customers,
to really make sure that they feel welcome.”
Amidst the setbacks, Friley kept a closer eye on his
business and himself, at one point changing the closing

“The best food being eaten
on this planet is being eaten
by the working people.”
–Sam Friley

THE LATEST ICE CREAM CRAZE

Friley proudly wears his business T-shirt.
PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA
time to 3 p.m. so that he can continue the rest of his day in
a calmer space and pace. The restaurant is now open until
4 p.m. on Tuesday, Saturday and Sunday, and until 10 p.m.
Wednesday to Friday. It is closed Mondays.
Just a couple months down the line since Friley’s
exit from rehab, the store has been going through
some serious changes, adding three new waffles to the
permanent menu for the first time in a year. Friley even
spent time experimenting with gluten-free options for
his guests.
Smoothies? More savoury? Or more fruity dishes?
These are just some ideas Friley has in mind as his
business continues its journey in the Calgary food scene.

When videos of rolled ice cream
started gaining popularity last year, it
immediately became one of Calgary’s
hottest treats.
The dessert that starts off as a milkbase liquid gets poured into a frozen,
metal plate and is usually mashed
along with other ingredients.
By the time the flavours merge
together, its consistency starts to
thicken and freeze, forming the ice
cream.
This new creamy texture is evenly
spread on a plate and scraped out by
a spatula, forming the rolls people
have been going crazy about.
“[I]t is more Instagram worthy and
it looks prettier,” said Jayden Tse, a
customer that has visited some of
Calgary’s rolled ice cream stores.
Sandra Nguyen, who just like Tse,
credits the treat for its Instagram
worthiness, stated that it “is an
interesting way to eat ice cream.”
Here are three outlets where you
can try this dessert:
Chinatown: Sweet Tooth
17th Avenue: Scrollio
Granary Road Farmer’s Market:
Artic Rolled Ice Cream

• Rosemary De Souza

The Arugula Waffle was inspired by Friley’s favourite pizza — Una Pizza’s 4-maggi, which has a delicate mix of cheese and honey.
PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA
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Abortion
documentary
prompts a
mixed reaction

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROYA ANN MILLER ON UNSPLASH

Audiences left with diﬀerent
feelings, while an academic
agrees with an activist on
what can be done to move
forward

T

ROSEMARY DE SOUZA

rdesouza@cjournal.ca

KATHERINE HOLFORD

kholford@cjournal.ca

he controversial documentary, Hush, which was
screened by Campus Pro-Life at the University of
Calgary, left audiences with different emotions
about the film and the supposed impacts of an abortion
while an anti-abortion activist and a neutral social conflict
academic agree on one next step forward.
In July 2016, “pro-choice” director Punam Kumar Gill,
“pro-life” executive producer Drew Martin, and “neutral”
producer Joses Martin released this documentary on
their research and findings of historical events, real-life
stories, experiences, claims, and studies that supposedly
show the effects of abortion on the physical and mental
well-being of women.
Hush has received mixed reviews and two of the
documentary’s sources felt compelled to comment on
the film.
Dr. David A. Grimes, one of only two sources in the
film who defended abortion activities, wrote an article
for HuffPost expressing his dismay over the film’s pro-life
stance.
“The film discounts the world’s medical and public
health communities, which, after decades of careful study,
agree that abortion is safe,” states Dr. Grimes. He also
notes the film featured 28 sources who allege dangerous
impacts related to abortion compared to himself and one
other source who argued the opposite.
Barbara Kay, another source for the film and a writer
for the National Post, stated the film was “an objective
overview of the situation,” citing director Kumar Gill
interviewed various sources, including women victimized
by abortion, an oncologist concerned with the impact
of abortion on her patients, and a statistician who
reportedly discovered a relation between abortion and
breast cancer.
In addition, several of the film’s sources have battled
to have their studies be accepted as their findings faced
criticism.
In February, anti-abortion activist Nelson Nottveit from
Campus Pro-Life at the University of Calgary, hosted a
screening of Hush on the campus.
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Among the approximately 20 attendees were high
school teachers Catherine Gay and Natalie Ross from the
Foundations For the Future Charter Academy.
At the end of the two-hour long documentary, Ross
explained that the film “hasn’t really strengthened or
unstrengthened” her pro-choice stance.
When asked of what she thought of the film, Ross said,
“I was kind of expecting three different perspectives and
what I got was just one person’s opinion.”

“Once we do not have that
conversation, we are still
going to be a polarized
country on this issue.”
–Rita Yembilah
SOCIAL CONFLICT ACADEMIC
“It wasn’t as diverse as I thought but yet I did like that
they were focusing on information as opposed to being
necessarily pro-choice or pro-life,” she clarified.
Kumar Gill “almost seemed to be cutting the prochoicers off and letting the pro-lifers have more of a say.
That being said, she was picking people that were pro-life
but had evidence to back it up.”
On the opposite end, Gay, who is pro-life, saw the
documentary differently.
“I wasn’t expecting the perspective of the [director,] as
a pro-choice [director,] to be so open… really wanting to
get to the depth of the issue despite beginning to end,
maintaining a pro-choice position,” she said.
The documentary left audiences with one note, saying
that women need to know more. As two women with
different perspectives watched the same film, they left
with different views but one similar response.
“Everyone should do the best to educate themselves,”
Ross said. “In the end, what we ultimately want is for
people to be happy and to value human life — we just do

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

it in two different ways. If we actually are willing to have
these conversations, we can find some common ground
that will actually help women on a larger scale.”
“Without these conversations,” Ross continued, “both
sides are just as guilty in making things worse for women’s
health in the long run.”
Gay said one way to normalize future discussions is by
“making scientific studies available.”
“Having the courage to speak about it with respect,
without any sort of bias, is very important,” she said.
Somebody else who agrees with this notion is Rita
Yembilah, a Mount Royal University instructor who
focuses on social conflict and political ecology.
Yembilah, who attained a master’s in cultural studies
and a doctorate in international development, believes in
a pre-counselling space for women who are thinking of
getting an abortion.
“Because of the gravity of what the person is
contemplating, I don’t think it is enough to say that this
is an individual decision,” she said. “You need space to be
able to just [tell] someone that will not judge you or push
you in a particular direction.”
Yembilah said that “if a person decides that they want
to have an abortion, don’t let the end of the procedure be
the end of the treatment.”
“Let there be an extension to that,” she said, adding that
abortion recipients can be monitored, both physically
and mentally, through a series of scheduled check-ups.
“So if there are, for instance, any psychological impacts,
it is caught early.”
Yembilah, who said she is fairly neutral on the abortion
issue, said, “If you are able to have those kinds of
things, it makes it much easier for people to have those
conversations after the fact and then become the voice
of reason. Once we do not have that conversation, we are
still going to be a polarized country on this issue.”
When Nottveit was asked if he agreed with Yembilah’s
suggestions, he replied, “That seems a great step forward
because if there is awareness, then at least it will become
something that can be discussed more openly.”
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KC Richards: Reintegration for a survivor, veteran
and family man

The integration process into civilian life has many obstacles. He has worked through
them by saving money, going back to school, and enjoying what he calls “a moderately
successful life.”

KC Richards, 34, a retired Canadian Armed Forces soldier, served two tours in Afghanistan from 2004-2006. He has found the reintegration process into civilian life what he calls ‘moderately
successful’.
PHOTO BY CASSIE RIABKO
CASSIE RIABKO
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is face is clean-shaven, with not one rogue hair
trying to emerge into a five o’clock shadow.
Sunglasses frame his face until he takes them off
and rests them gently on the top of his head exposing
his gentle, blue eyes which stand out in contrast to
his grey sweater. His white undershirt peeks out from
around the collar and the sunlight shines on his face.
The Starbucks patio feels as if it is a warm summer
afternoon. But, it is just a warm chinook, providing us
with a glimpse of what is to come within the next few
months. This kind face however, doesn’t reveal the
secrets of conflict and loss that the 34 year old had
experienced in his childhood and overseas.
KC Richards worked in the Canadian Armed Forces,
and served two overseas tours in Afghanistan. Five
years after he enlisted, he left the military and found
structure through organized sports and a university
degree that aided in his journey to transitioning
back into the civilian way of life. Many struggle to
reintegrate with mental health or finance troubles can

be a common challenge that they face. But with two
tours in Afghanistan under his belt, Richards found
the process of reintegration fairly smooth. He was
able to save money while working as a soldier, and
pay for his education. Despite personal challenges
Richards has managed to obtain a degree, marriage
and a job.
When I asked what his initials stood for he laughed
and responded: “KC is a nickname. There are different
stories as to why I started being called KC when I
was a little kid. I don’t think anyone was too happy
about calling a little baby Kenneth [his first name].
Someone somewhere didn’t like Kenny or Ken so I got
a nickname out of it. It just stuck.”
As a child Richards lived with his mother in Maple
Creek, Sask. His family describes him as being a shy,
but confident kid. He went through some difficulties
when his mother and his step-brother died within
two years of each other.
After his mother died by suicide when he was 16,
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Richards moved in with his dad and step-family in
Cochrane, Alta. “It was pretty different moving back
from Saskatchewan. I spent a few years where it
was just me, my full brother and my mom, so it was
different transitioning to a fuller house,” says Richards.
However, his friends thought he handled the situation
well. Richards says, “Some of the shi**y stuff makes
things easier. Life can be a challenge, but it will only
be harder when you try to put a reason to it.”
In June 2002, 19-year-old Richards joined the
Canadian military and began basic training in
Esquimalt, B.C. He always wanted to serve in the
military as he has a long family history of his maternal
grandfather and step-grandfather serving Canada.
“I wasn’t geared towards it by my family, but I knew
about my grandfathers and it was something I
respected and always was interested in doing,” says
Richards. In 2003 he began his infantry training in
Shilo, Man. He was a member of the First Battalion
Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry and only
JULY/AUGUST 2017
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one year later he found himself on a plane travelling
10, 484 kilometres destined for Kabul, Afghanistan for
his first overseas tour.
His brother, Don Richards, remembers being
extremely proud of his younger brother. “Our family
has a fairly long history in the military so when he
said he was enlisting I was so proud of him,” says Don.
The younger brother who he says used to be a pain
was not only enlisting, but also flying overseas and
following similar footsteps to their grandfathers, just
60 years prior.
However, KC’s best friend, Jesse McLean, had
his own reservations, “We had some pretty heated
arguments about him going into the army. I didn’t
see the benefit of him doing it. I thought it would be
more beneficial for him to go to university for four
years instead of going into the army for four years.”
The two have been best friends since attending
Cochrane High School together and McLean, now
a local construction company owner, remembers
having a conversation with KC prior to him enlisting.
“At the time I thought that the people who couldn’t
get into university— that’s when they turned to
other options such as the army and I didn’t see why
KC would consider that option when he was already
accepted into university.”
The two would have gone to the University of
Calgary together, however, KC had set his mind on
enlisting and serving with the Canadian Armed
Forces.
At 21, KC became part of the 61,394 other regular
members of the Canadian Armed Forces in 2004. KC
remembers the sweltering heat in Afghanistan. There
were times when the temperature gauge on the light
armoured vehicle (LAV) would reach 60 C.
“The military does a great job at preparing you
mentally and in training to go overseas. They break
you down a little bit and rebuild you into what you
need to be as far as how you think and how you react
to certain situations,” says KC.

His first tour was during the first 2004 democratic
election in Afghanistan when former president
Hamid Karzai was elected. His mission was to patrol
and establish safety within the capital, but KC and his
fellow soldiers played a small, but important role in
history during that tour as they helped keep peace in
Afghanistan.
During his second tour in 2006, he was part of a
Canadian mission with Task Force Orion in Panjwayi,
Kandahar. His second tour to Afghanistan was a
completely different mission from the first. “The
excitement wore off a good chunk through the
second tour. I wasn’t as motivated or eager. That tour
was a little bit more hairy. We lost some friends at
that point so it was not quite the adventure once that

“Life can be a challenge and
it will only be harder when
you try to put a reason to it.
So you take the hard stuff
and learn and grow and it
makes the easy stuff even
better.”
–KC Richards
starts to happen,” says KC.
“We had already been fighting for a couple of days I
think. We did a raid on a compound that we suspected
had an enemy weapons cache and one of my friends,
Tony Boneca, was shot and killed during that raid.
Because of the air strikes, we were somewhat cut off
for what felt like a couple of days but it was probably
only five or six hours. It was long enough in that heat
that guys were running out of water.”
KC’s body temperature was so high he developed
acute kidney failure. He was hospitalized for nearly

four days and then confined to base for another week
after that.
“They said a combination of my body temperature
being too high for too long, the stress from the
fighting ... I started acting weird, not making sense.
They put an IV in my arm and pumped a few bags of
NaCl [sodium chloride] into me and I was fine,” says
KC.
According to KC the heat took its toll on many of
the soldiers. “You wear body armour, a helmet, 300
rounds [of ammunition], two grenades, a rifle and
smoke grenades. I had a backpack of water and I think
I had been packing about 75 lbs., let’s say. Combine
that with 60-degree heat, it’s really a testament to
what the human body can put up with.”
His brother Don remembers when KC came back
from his second tour and moved in with him and his
wife temporarily. “When he lived with me — my wife
and KC had interesting late night conversations about
his experiences and adjustments,” says Don.
“I feel the adjustment on the second return was
lengthy but I think his adjustment period being
lengthy is probably what’s helped him now. He is still
one of the most fun people to hang around with and
he is still a really good brother,” he continues.
KC’s step-brother, Andrew Knouse says, “KC is built
for the army. He is the type of person that can bite his
tongue and look at the bigger picture.” He continues,
“I am so proud of him to have done what he did.”
Knouse remembers hearing recruit training stories
from KC. One specific time KC’s shaving cream bottle
was left out and his superiors would complain about
it being dirty. So he had two bottles, one he would
keep out that had never been used and the other
one he would put away until he needed to use it. He
would still get in trouble because it was too clean
recalls Knouse.
“I wouldn’t say he wasn’t structured before but the
army really embeds that. He was always organized
but even more so when he got back,” says Knouse.

KC Richards’ first mission with the Canadian Armed Forces was in 2004. His mission was to provide stability and patrol in Kabul, Afghanistan during the democratic election.
PHOTO COURTESY OF KC RICHARDS
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KC says: “There are almost three phases [to being in
the military]. You are getting ready to go, get training
and make an impact. Then you get there and as the
tour goes on three, four, fives months on. You kind of
get a ‘f**k this place’ kind of attitude. You get home
and you are trying to decompress and process your
experiences.”
KC lost a close friend overseas and still finds that
date a difficult memory, Don explains: “I noticed
those dates are probably what stick out in my mind.
It was a quick change from smiling, happy KC to a not
happy at all. It was difficult on the family side to see
him go through that.”
By the age of 24, KC had completed two tours in
two years. “I did my time and it was kind of going on
five years in the army and it was time to sh*t or get
off the pot.”
KC decided to leave the military in 2007. The
reintegration process from the Canadian Armed
Forces that KC faced was challenging yet, ‘moderately
successful’, as he explains it. When he left the military,
he joined 600,300 other Regular Force and Primary
Reserve veterans. According to Veteran Affairs
Canada, 20,453 applicants applied for disability
benefits and the top three medical conditions
determined from 2015-2016 were tinnitus, hearing
loss and PTSD. Richards was one of those who didn’t
apply for disability benefits.
“When I got out nobody was really like, ‘hey there is
this program if you go down this route’. I heard about
them later, I felt a bit left behind but at the same time
I didn’t investigate it. It is a shared responsibility,” says
KC.
KC finds himself somewhere in the middle in
regards to his integration process, where the majority
of the days are good but there are some tough ones
as well. “There are tons of programs that people can
go after once they are released from the military but it
is up to them to be a grown up and do it. There isn’t a
real way for them to reach out to every soldier leaving
the army and a find out if they want those programs,”
says KC.
KC entered the University of Calgary in 2007,
shortly after he returned from his second tour. He
used his money that he saved working two back-toback tours in only two years. He also completed a
bachelor degree in communications from U of C and
a diploma in radio, television and broadcast news
from Southern Alberta Institute of Technology.
KC previously worked as the communications
and marketing manager at The Military Museums
in Calgary. He spent just over four years working in
media relations, planning events and managing the
internal and external communications department.
McLean explains, “He enjoyed working there; he
enjoyed helping veterans or people to understand
the importance of the army and what it stands
for. It isn’t all guns and violence and at the end of
the day is trying to protect people who cannot
protect themselves. In a way it might have helped
him integrate.” Currently KC is working at AICEIM
Construction as a project manager.
Looking at KC from across the table on the patio,
his facial expressions are serious, his eye contact
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is direct however, his light-hearted, uplifting voice experiences he has learned how to deal with things
plays the role as comedic relief. We continue with our better and now he can help people—he puts effort
conversation that has eased since the beginning and in,” says McLean.
it has become more comfortable. KC’s relaxed posture
“We all look at life and everything through the filter
portrays that of one of two friends catching up.
of our own understanding. All that all you can do is
His time in the military taught him to value look back and hope that there was positive change
honesty, stay organized, have structure and to live life for your work and your sacrifices,” says KC.
to the fullest while working hard and efficiently. KC’s
Remembering his experiences in the army
family and friends are a strong support system that and thinking about what he half jokingly calls, “a
he can count on. Despite his hardships through his moderately successful story” he continues to be
life and his experience as a member in the Canadian passionate about his interests while also being open
Armed Forces, KC’s personality is contagious and his to new adventures that come his way. Despite the
positivity and humour spreads to people around him. challenges he has faced with loss, he still affects those
“KC has got a definite wisdom that you typically around him with his humour and positivity.
don’t see in people and I think that has a lot to do
“I look back and there are a lot of great things about
from his deployment and experiences which a lot of being in the military and a lot of great things about
us don’t have,” says Don Richards.
my military career. Military service has made me as
In September 2016 KC married his wife, Rachel forthright as I am. You take the hard stuff and learn
Richards. He had left the military after serving two and grow and it makes the easy stuff even better,”
tours back-to-back, he had a communication degree says KC.
from the University of Calgary under his belt and
now he had completed his last
mission, the mission of finding
peace and love.
The couple enjoy spending
time together and with family,
traveling and taking their dog
Hector, a 110-lb. Rottweiler mix
to the dog park. Making the
things in life that actually matter
a priority is very important to KC.
His healing process will always
be ongoing and there are small
quirks that Rachel notices. She
thinks that they can be related to
KC’s time overseas. In her friendly,
warm voice she says, “He doesn’t
like sudden noises. I mean those
things scare most people but
sometimes weird sounds like a
siren or like a loud bang. Whereas
a civilian wouldn’t necessarily
think what’s that sound? KC
would say, ‘What is that? What’s
causing that?’ He is very alert. He
is very observant.”
Rachel continues with her
gentle tone, “He likes to see
what is going to happen at all
times. I think that’s from him
being overseas and acutely
observing all times.” The bond
the two of them share together
is very apparent throughout their
interviews. Rachel describes KC
as extremely loyal, sincere and
very family oriented.
KC’s history has shaped him by
giving him the opportunity to see
the really good things in his life
and to hold tightly onto the things KC Richards and his wife Rachel married in September 2016. Rachel says, “He likes to
that mean most to him, those see what is going to happen at all times. I think that is from him being overseas and
being family, friends, happiness acutely observing all times.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF KC RICHARDS
and success. “Throughout all his
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Into the storm: The story behind award-winning
Calgary chef Kenny Kaechele
DEANNA TUCKER

W

dtucker@cjournal.ca

hen co-worker Ron Stark noticed Kenny Kaechele
at a Safeway, he started with small talk before he
grabbed Kaechele by his shirt collar, opened a
door and shoved the talented chef into a freezer.
Stark had been working in the kitchen with Kaechele
for some time at The Living Room when he noticed the
chef pushing his son Javen Kaechele’s stroller through
the Safeway in Calgary’s Mission district on Nov. 28, 2002.
Stark knew immediately something wasn’t right.
“He just looked really messed up,” Stark recalls nearly 15
years later.
Kaechele was just beginning his ritualistic detox from
yet another four-day binge, trying to stay sober for
the three days a week he was responsible for his then
18-month-old son. It took Stark — whom Kaechele

says weighs less than 150 pounds — only moments to
recognize the state of Kaechele’s addiction, and he acted
immediately.
Stark walked to Kaechele’s apartment after they left
Safeway, pushing Javen’s stroller. “I didn’t realize our
interaction at that point was going to have the effect that
it did,” Stark says.
Then again, neither did an offended Kaechele.
While Kaechele came up with countless excuses, Stark
countered them all, saying he would come back to
Kaechele’s apartment in the morning to attend a recovery
meeting together.
At this point, Kaechele wasn’t unfamiliar with addiction,
or the process of sobriety for that matter. After being
introduced to alcohol as a teen, the passionate chef says

Kenny Kaechele is a veteran chef who understands both the
good and dark sides of the restaurant industry. Nearly 15 years
clean and sober, it has become important to him to support
others he sees who may be struggling with drugs or alcohol.
PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
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by the time he was out of high school and in his late teens,
“addiction started putting their hooks in me.”
Drinking and drugging wasn’t fun for him anymore,
and he knew he had to make a decision. Either he would
make a change or continue with his cocaine and alcohol
addiction, likely killing himself.
By the time Kaechele was 21, he had admitted himself
to Simon House’s recovery program, calling this particular
year one of self-discovery. With an addiction the
magnitude of Kaechele’s, he says “everything is muted —
your personality, your emotional growth, your spiritual
development — it’s just all blotted out.”
It was nine months of normalcy for Kaechele before
chaos came knocking at his door. He had met a woman
during recovery, falling in love. After leaving Simon

PROFILES
for long-term recovery. “I look three Canadian universities and two junior football teams
at addiction as a mental illness,” expressing interest in the quarterback.
he says. “You can’t fix your sick
Kaechele never considered being a father, but boasts
mind using your sick mind. You of his son saying, “The lessons of being his dad have been
need some kind of exterior amazing.”
solution.”
In typical Kaechele fashion, the chef started pursuing
For Kaechele, that solution the next step in his professional career. Between a
was spiritual. And once he corporate position and starting his own restaurant,
understood this, the chef says Kaechele eventually left Rouge Restaurant to start the
his motivation for sobriety came award-winning Workshop Kitchen + Culture located in
from a desire to start building an the Lougheed Building beside the Grand Theatre.
amazing life, rather than being
He knew it was a risk, but he was determined after his
motivated by a fear of returning business partner inspired him to start thinking about
to his old life. Incorporating God creating significance in the world rather than building an
into his life, Kaechele began to empire for himself.
realize long-term sobriety was
Former employee Andrea Dorrans says Workshop was
more than possible, and credits different from the beginning. She interviewed for her
his faith and community for his position in the spring of 2014 while the restaurant was
recovery.
undergoing renovations prior to its opening that fall.
Early in his career he attracted
“At the grand opening, Kenny gave a speech,” she says.
a lot of attention in Calgary’s “He talked about his battle with alcohol and drugs ...
restaurant industry, helping Kenny’s up there and he’s got tears in his eyes. He was so
to open Di Vino on Stephen raw, he was being so real and so brave.”
Avenue, and being hired at 26
When Kaechele finished his speech and asked the
as the executive chef at Bow former server what she thought.
Valley Ranche in Fish Creek Park.
“I just want to hug you,” she said.
Kaechele worked at The
Although Dorrans is now a full-time writer, she says
Ranche for four years before after two years at Workshop, she wouldn’t work for a
joining the Concorde Group, different restaurant. “It was just somewhere I was really
began to date again and felt proud of.”
as though he was starting
Kaechele decided Workshop would be more than a
“If you want to get to know my personality as a chef, come and have my tasting menu because it’s
to understand his role as a restaurant. With a desire to create significance around
basically me on a plate.” PHOTO BY DEANNA TUCKER
parent. That’s when Javen’s mom him, the chef chose to care for his own staff rather than
stopped actively parenting, find an outside cause to invest his time and experience
House, they moved in together. Three months later she
and
eventually
permanently
lost her rights as a parent. in. “This industry is rife with hard drinking, hard partying
was pregnant. He was two and a half years clean and
Kaechele
was
given
full-time
custody.
and hard living,” he says. Although he is the first to top
sober, and 22 years old.
He
questioned
his
future.
How
could
I
do
that?
How
up drinks, he is also unafraid to talk to staff who may be
That fast and hard love broke down within the
could
I
have
full-time
custody
of
a
six-year-old
and
have
a
struggling.
first six months of Javen’s life, leaving Kaechele alone
full-time
job,
doing
everything
Being vocal about
and emotionally devastated. Filled with pain, guilt,
I’m
doing?
the
highs and lows of
shame, regret and pride at the thought of his broken
“I’m
a
single
dad
with
a
sixaddiction
and recovery
family, Kaechele looked to fill what he describes as an
year-old
in
Grade
1!”
he
realized,
are
even
tattooed all
emotional abyss.
panicking
as
he
considered
over
his
body,
painting
He started drinking again after two and a half years
moving
to
be
closer
to
Javen’s
a
picture
of
his
journey.
of sobriety, with a budding career as a chef in one of
mom,
quitting
his
job,
and
With
everything
from
the
Calgary’s best restaurants, and father to a six-month-old.
even
wondered
if
he
would
names
of
people
to
the
“What formerly was something that I feared, loathed
become
a
welfare
dad.
His
life
names
of
emotions,
like
and despised because of what it did to me, suddenly
was about to change, when
fear, he points them out
seemed like an option again.”
– Kenny Kaechele
Kaechele
decided
to
turn
to
a
and shares their purpose.
For the next 18 months the functioning addict drank
higher
power
instead
of
diving
Kaechele
laughs,
all night, going into work at five a.m. still drinking. He
into
his
old
habits.
pointing
to
a
tattoo
of a
worked hard, led his team, and performed well.
He
gave
his
boss
his
letter
of
resignation,
but
his
buff
alo
skull
on
his
neck.
“I
got
it
when
my
son
announced
“Inside,” Kaechele admits, “I was dying.”
It wouldn’t matter to his employers, however. Although employer decided they would do whatever they could to to me in Grade 7 that the buffalo was his spirit animal. He
they cared about their employees, Kaechele says,“If you’re help the talented chef succeed in his career and as a dad. said the most profound thing a 12-year-old could say.”
“’When buffalo are on the Prairie and they see a storm
a train wreck personally, it doesn’t really matter because He was able to make his own schedule, and soon Javen’s
extended
family
off
ered
to
help
however
they
could.
approaching
on the horizon, they walk towards it,’” he
the restaurant operator is interested in results.”
Humbled,
Kaechele
accepted
the
help
knowing
he
remembers
his
son saying. Kaechele was confused and
Kaechele knew he needed help. He knew Javen needed
could
not
do
it
on
his
own.
As
a
result,
he
says
“there
asked
Javen
to
explain,
to which his son replied, “’Because
his father. He thought to himself, “I need a higher power. I
wasn’t
a
single
day
up
until
the
end
of
Grade
9
for
my
son
they
know
instinctively
that walking into the storm is
need help, or, I’m going to die.”
where
I
didn’t
drop
him
off
in
the
morning
and
pick
him
going
to
get
them
through
the storm faster.’”
That’s when he was pushed into a freezer and called
up
after
school.
”
Kaechele
looks
around
his restaurant, hands
out by Stark, who would become a mentor, a motivator to
Javen,
now
in
Grade
12,
was
in
Paris
sending
Snapchats
motioning
towards
nothing,
and
yet everything.
attend 12-step meetings during Kaechele’s early recovery,
to
his
dad
of
the
Eiff
el
Tower
at
the
time
of
this
interview.
“Things
like
this
don’t
just
happen,
they’re created. It
and eventually became like family to him.
The
aspiring
photographer
is
a
skilled
football
player,
with
takes
a
lot
to
land
a
person
where
they
are.”
Kaechele now realizes he was missing the foundation

“Things like this don’t just
happen, they’re created. It
takes a lot to land a person
where they are.”
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Opening new doors in East Village

Pictures of the downtown neighbourhood 10 years after construction began
AMBER MCLINDEN

amclinden@cjournal.ca

E

ast Village, a portion of Calgary referring to
the area west of Fort Calgary where the Bow
and Elbow Rivers meet, is still in the process
of undergoing a massive transformation. In 2005,
the City of Calgary approved a plan to reshape the
formerly rundown neighbourhood, and since 2007
it seems East Village has been permanently under
construction.
East Village was previously cut off from
Calgary’s downtown core through a mix of many
circumstances, including roads and train lines
that seemed to physically separate the area. This
effectively led to numerous buildings left in disrepair
and made the neighbourhood a hotspot for crime.
While the development plan is certainly moving
East Village away from what it once was, the new
buildings and construction sometimes seem out of
place among some of the area’s older, historic parts
of the neighbourhood.
PHOTOS BY AMBER MCLINDEN

Many of the area’s old structures have been repurposed to fit new businesses, like restaurants and coffee shops. A multitude of new
buildings are currently being developed, attracting new residents and businesses.

Much of the redeveloped space includes mixed use residential and retail space. On Fifth Street and Sixth
Avenue S.E., the first floor of a condo is being developed as retail space, with all spaces not completely filled
yet.

Celebration Square, or C-Square, is a small park located along the Light Rail Transit line in East Village.
Opened in spring 2016, the project cost $3 million and repurposed leftover, curved land beside the LRT tracks.
28
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Two window washers work on one of the many new condos in East Village on May 24. As
of January, there are six condos under development and seven completed.

LENS

Turn in any direction in East Village and you’re guaranteed to see
a crane. Construction began in 2007, making this year its 10-year
anniversary.

The St. Louis Hotel, a Calgary Heritage Building, is now home to the Calgary Municipal Land Corporation, a subsidiary of the City of
Calgary that is in charge of recreating the East Village. Originally built in 1914, the building was a hotel and bar that was frequented
by former Alberta Premier Ralph Klein when he was the mayor of Calgary in the 1980s.

The Calgary Municipal Land Corporation has invested $357 million
in infrastructure upgrades to East Village.

In 2005, residents of East Village had a median income of $17,253 compared to the rest of Calgary’s median income of $67,238. The
revitalization project has left many wondering about displacement and gentrification of the neighbourhood.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Studio Bell, perhaps the most jarring building in East Village,
stretches across Fourth Street S.E. and is visible from anywhere
in the neighbourhood. It’s home to the National Music Centre,
and another Heritage Building, the King Edward Hotel, has been
incorporated into its structure.
JULY/AUGUST 2017
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A broader deﬁnition of folk

Calgary Folk Music Festival continues to expand musical tastes
“They sing for both the the brakeman and the
hobo, the established and the illicit, giving each equal
weight in a world once again thrust into the nuclear
shadow of us or them,” says the Folk Fest about the
classic folk duo.

A fan favourite, the Barenaked Ladies have been performing for almost 30 years and have produced 15 albums in that time. They
will be playing the Main Stage on Saturday, July 29 in the evening.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CFMF

T

Amber McLinden

amclinden@cjournal.ca

he Calgary Folk Music Festival is back for another
year with 70 musical acts, seven stages and a
multitude of food vendors and activities over
the course of four days on Prince’s Island. Calgary’s
version of the classic folk festival that many cities
have is unique in its longevity and evolution.
Founded in 1980, the Calgary Folk Music Festival
was part of Alberta’s 70th anniversary and has been
around ever since. It takes some level of innovation
and growth to exist for 37 years, which is what Calgary
has done.
Yet Executive Director Debbi Salmonsen says the
festival hasn’t stuck to true folk and roots for a long
time.
“We broadly interpret the definition of folk,” is
how Salmonsen describes the style of music you can
expect to hear on Prince’s Island.
Something that they always pay attention to,
says Salmonsen, is appealing to a big audience and
leaving room to surprise them along the way.

City and Colour will be playing the Main Stage on Friday, July 28
in the evening.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CFMF
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“One of the things that people experience every
year, whether they’re coming as a first-timer or
whether they’re long-term veterans of the festival
is that without exception people always say, ‘Well I
came to see XYZ artist but I was at a workshop and
I was completely blown away by XYZ artist I’ve never
heard of.’ I think that’s a really unique part of the folk
festival experience.”
It’s difficult to focus in on all the specific genres
that are encompassed by the Calgary Folk Festival’s
broad definition of folk, but there are a few stand
out categories that Salmonsen says the festival’s
Artistic Director Kerry Clarke has been good at
highlighting.
FAMILIAR NAMES
The best way to bring in attendees is to book familiar
names. This year, one of those names is none other
than the Barenaked Ladies. This band is definitely
high on the list of well-known Canadian bands. For
almost 30 years the Barenaked Ladies have been
shaking up the Canadian music scene and shaping
what it is today.
Maybe a more recent familiar name, compared
to Barenaked Ladies, is City and Colour. The solo
project of former Alexisonfire’s Dallas Green, Calgary
is more than familiar with this Canadian folk singer/
songwriter. Green has been to Calgary numerous
times to perform, and has previously been to the Folk
Fest in 2007 and 2011. His latest album, If I Should Go
Before You, steps out of his more acoustic sound of
previous albums and into the pop arena.
VETERAN FOLK ICONS
What’s a folk festival without at least some true folk?
Billy Bragg & Joe Henry will come together at this
year’s Folk Fest to sing songs of the past that ring
timeless to ears today. Their most recent work was
recorded on America’s railways, in waiting rooms and
at trackside while passengers boarded the train.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

RISING STARS
Coeur de pirate, or Béatrice Martin, has a style
described by the Folk Fest as varying between
‘60s-style French pop and North American folk. Based
in Montréal, she has a mix of songs in both French and
English, but has numerous fans who enjoy her music
even though they may only speak one language.
She’s an acclaimed Canadian and Francophone artist,
having been nominated for Francophone Album of
the Year at the 2009 Juno Awards.
Basia Bulat is also no stranger to Calgary, having
visited the festival in 2008 and 2014 and played many
shows with other folk friends like Oh Pep!. Folk Fest’s
website says of Bulat, “In the last 10 years Bulat has
grown into a bolder, stronger artist who is willing
to jump off emotional and artistic cliffs for the sake
of pushing her music forward.” Her strong voice and
tendency to change costumes frequently makes her
someone you won’t want to miss.

Basia Bulat is playing the Main Stage on Friday, July 28 .
PHOTO COURTESY OF CFMF
INDIGENOUS ARTISTS
Canadian festival programming often ignores
Indigenous artists, which is something the Calgary
Folk Festival has done well for the past few years.
DJ Shub is among the amazing array of Indigenous
musicians at the festival this year. After parting
with A Tribe Called Red three years ago, DJ Shub
has been combining his love of hip-hop with
Indigenous culture. His music, according to the Folk
Fest, is “shining a spotlight on systemic racism and
promoting an uncompromising pride in indigenous
heritage and talent”.
The Calgary Folk Music Festival takes place
between July 27 and 30. Tickets are still available at
calgaryfolkfest.com.
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Design that cultivates the clients’ vision
Connie Young speaks of the innovation that deﬁnes her work

Collaborative, in Calgary in 1999. Three years ago
she changed the name to Connie Young Design.
The firm is a “think tank” that works with clients
from the conception of a project to its completion.
Having been backed up by teams of architects,
engineers,
strategic
branding
specialists,
contractors, tradesmen, and drawing technicians,
her company has designed commercial —
restaurants, spas, retail, corporate, hotels, etc. —
and residential spaces for the past 18 years.
After realizing her passion for design at an early
age, Young went on to study at the University of
Manitoba where she achieved a bachelor’s degree
in interior design and graduated with honours.
“I would do a lot of drawing, mostly in charcoal,
painting. I love fashion, loved going to museums,
galleries,” Young said. “So I had to figure out what
avenue I took, so I took interior design.”

Connie Young sits in the cozy and comfortable environment that is Ten Foot Henry, a restaurant on First Street S.W. she designed to
fit the owners’ — chef Stephen Smee and Aja Lapointe — vegetable-focused menu.
PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA
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nterior designers have been known to enhance
the aesthetics of spaces. However, Connie Young
explains of how she innovates her designs to fit
her clients’ ideas.
“I feel that design is a very important part of
how our culture develops,” she explained. “Very
important to contribute to experiences, creating

experiences for people, not only where they live,
but where they work, where they play, where they
entertain.
“And we have the ability to create very beautiful
environments that are meaningful and that
support the way people live and their lifestyles,
and really have an influence on the way a city feels,
and generally the way people feel in their life.”
Young formed her company, Connie Young Design

An architectural block seperates the kitchen and the dining room. The block houses a Ferrari red powder room.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

The glass structures promote separate spaces without the use of
“walls” — in the traditional sense.
JULY/AUGUST 2017
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Young admits that while her “heart is in
modernism, and very progressive design,” she and
her team are able to create designs within and
outside their areas of interest.
“Our style is very diverse,” Young said. “We
mould our style to what’s right for the client and
the project so my own style is very classic and
timeless, more with a modern twist, but yet our
ability is to do everything from extremely modern
to extremely traditional.
“We have built our reputation on being
innovators. Most of our clients come to us wanting
out-of-the-box thinking and something that they
haven’t seen before.”
“A BUILDING WITHIN A BUILDING”
“This ended up being a great house and an
interesting challenge,” said Young of a home
designed to accentuate the views of the park
behind it in a neighbourhood in south Calgary.
“So the shell of the house is almost all window,
except for the sides of the house, and the idea was
to be able to create very individual spaces in the
house without really building any walls, or walls in
the traditional sense of the word.”
The clients wanted to separate the kitchen
and the formal dining room while having to go
through doorways. So an architectural block was
created in the centre of the room, which happens
to be a “hidden” powder room.
“So when that door closes, you actually don’t
know it’s all wood panelling, and you’d actually
don’t know that it is there. So it is like a secret
door,” described Young.
“One side houses the mechanics and the main
appliances of the kitchen and the other side is a
part of the storage for the dining room … it’s like a
building within a building,” she said.
“[It] creates a vehicle for separation but it ends
up creating this incredible entity that’s this secret
room, which when you walk in … is Ferrari red,”
inspired by the client’s love for Ferraris, according
to Young.
THE GRAND WORKSHOP
“Workshop was incredibly interesting and a
challenging project,” Young recalled.
The Theatre Junction Grand approached Connie
Young Design to help them figure out what to do
with their space located next to the train station at
Sixth Avenue and First Street S.W.
“We brainstormed a lot about how a restaurant
could partner with them being a theatre, being a
place to gather before and after the theatre, but
then be its own entity as well,” explained Young.
“One of the challenges,” she added, “is you have to
walk right through the restaurant to actually get to
the theatre, and that proved to be very challenging
for an independent restaurant so a partnership
was something they wanted to try and create.”
The theatre released a request for proposal
that led to award-winning Calgary chef, Kenny
Kaechele, and his team come in along with their
32
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idea of a restaurant that is now Workshop Kitchen
+ Culture.
“We collaborated together with the theatre to
create a concept that we thought would work, and
it was a very interesting process to be involved
with the actual business plan as well,” Young said.
“We decided to treat it as a black box theatre,” she
explained of the restaurant space that is designed
similar to a theatre set.
Props and vintage theatre rigging were used to
create an ambiance of a “giant stage set.”

“We design always in a
very holistic way where
function, form, and design
always having a meaning
and a concept.”
–Connie Young
“Furniture was a part of that stage set that moved
around and changed and the space became very
organic that way but really treated it like a set
design.”
PLANT-FORWARD
“Ten Foot Henry was a fantastic project to work

with, fantastic clients, and this was their first
venture, husband and wife, chef and operator,”
said Young. “And they had a real, clear, vision on
the food.”
The restaurant on First Street S.W. boasts a
“plant-forward menu,” meaning more than half of
the menu is plant-based.
“We started with the idea of a garden shed, you
know, a garden and a greenhouse and the idea
of a plant-forward menu, not a vegetarian menu
but very plant-forward of the earth, natural, local,”
Young explained.
“We started with this idea of the food being
broken down to a very simple, very raw kind of
ideal. So we took that to heart and designed the
space that way.”
The interior of the restaurant is very skeletal,
featuring raw elements from the use of plywood
and construction materials such as a concrete
board — usually placed underneath other
materials — to form the walls and the noticeable
structure of the place.
A lot of the furniture is reclaimed or vintage.
“So we had this idea about reclaim, re-use, raw,
and everything really reflects the nature of the
food that Steve is creating,” Young said.
Macramé hangs from the ceiling carrying pots of
overflowing plants, creating a “nostalgic twist” to
the comfortable environment laid out inside the
restaurant’s walls.
Stephen “Steve” Smee, chef and co-owner of
Ten Foot Henry, credits Young for her attention
to detail mentioning that they would sometimes
have five-hour meetings with Young to ensure that

Workshop Kitchen + Culture is a restaurant on First Street S.W. that boasts a theatre-like atmosphere, complimenting the Theatre
Junction Grand, which is found adjacent to this space.
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they go through all the project details with a “fine
tooth comb.”
SIMPLE
“When the client came to us to design Buttermilk,
it was based on a concept of food that was very
simple — Buttermilk waffles,” Young said.
The concepts that play around the design of
the restaurant revolve around simplicity, homegoodness, friends and family gatherings, and the
client’s idea of “waffles being such a comfort food.”
“So [Sam] travelled all over the world, researching
waffles and in the end didn’t find anything better
than his family’s own recipe. So we really built the
design on thinking about home, thinking about
simplicity.”
“She just kinda listened to me and paid attention
to what I was talking about,” said Sam Friley, owner
of Buttermilk Fine Waffles on 17th Avenue.
“She is very creative and she’s a very imaginative
thinker,” Friley stated.
The tiles and the pattern art on the walls were
all based off the squares of a waffle iron, “a grid
module,” as Young explained.
Local materials, simple plywood and simple
white tiles, not only scream simplicity but also
carry a homey vibe.
“Simple, simple, simple was the mandate,” she
said.
“It’s really about understanding the passion of
the client and really running with that to create a
concept.”
THE INNOVATION STUDIO
“I’m very hands-on,” said Young.
“We like to be able to pick and choose our
projects. So we see ourselves as an innovative
studio, therefore, we’ve kept really small,” she
added.
“When we have clients that we design for, [we
make] sure that we listen carefully. So we are
pretty good at getting it right for the end user.”
But “[t]here’s always doubt,” Young admitted.
“Not about ability or you know, what you can do.
I think it’s more, always questioning whether you
can be better. Always questioning whether you’ve
done the best you can.
“That’s part of my philosophy, is to question, ask
lots of questions,” she said. “Make sure we check
things and check things again and I mean as a
designer you can create forever and, is anything
ever finished? I think no. But there has to be a
time, when it’s the right thing for the right project
and the right reason, you know when it’s right.
“We design always in a very holistic way where
function, form, and design always having a
meaning and a concept.”

The grids of a waffle iron are prominent in the homey atmosphere of Buttermilk Fine Waffles, located on 17th Avenue.

Ten Foot Henry displays a raw, earthy, and natural interior design, complimenting the food of chef Stephen Smee.

ALL PHOTOS ARE COURTESY OF RIC KOKOTOVICH

Workshop Kitchen + Culture was designed with a passageway to the Flanagan Theatre.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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The top 9 summer sports that
cause injuries in Alberta
NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

nwoolridge@cjournal.ca

S

ummer is a time for being outdoors and having
fun with friends and family, a great opportunity to
get the kids outside and exercising.
And yet, every year between May and September
there is an average of 37,683 sport and recreation
injuries in Alberta. Each month saw more than 7,500
summer sports and recreation injuries.
According to data from 2011-2014 generated by the
Injury Prevention Centre at the University of Alberta,
these injuries account for over 48 per cent of all sport
and recreation injuries throughout the year.
The most injuries occur in May with an average
8,239.
GENDER IN SPORTS
Males had almost twice the amount of injuries than
females. The male rate, at 1,257 hospital visits per
100,000 people, was almost double the female rate at
644 visits per 100,000.
Cycling was the leading cause of injuries among
34
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males, including mountain biking. Among females, the
most injuries were caused by playground or cycling
accidents.
AGE IN SPORTS
Males and females between the ages of 10 and 14 had
the highest number of sport and recreation injury visit
rates among all major age groups.
Children younger than 10 had the same top three
causes of injuries: playground, trampoline and cycling.
The top injury-causing sports from ages 1 to 14 were
credited to the playground and cycling.
For all ages, cycling seems to the the most dangerous
sport. It is the leading cause of injuries in most age
groups and contributes to 19 per cent of all sport and
recreation injuries.
Statistics found that injuries decreased with age in
both males and females.
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TRAMPOLINE

1. Cycling (including Mountain
Biking)
2. Quads, Side-by-sides, and dirtbikes
3. Playground (excluding trampoline)
4. Fallen or thrown from an animal
(excluding Rodeo)
5. Hockey (excluding inline)
6. Baseball/Softball/Slowpitch
7. Trampoline
8. Football
9. Rugby

This information is provided by the Injury Prevention
Centre at the University of Alberta. The rates are based
on population and have not been adjusted for the
number of registered participants, the frequency of
play, duration of play or seasonal weather conditions.
The data covers the months of May to September in
2011-2014.

SPORTS

Three boys, three cars

The cars they love: souped up cars on the streets of Calgary
Revving engines, spotless paint jobs and high speeds. Who is behind the wheel and what fuels the
passion for the art form? The volume of the engines takes me by surprise as they ascend the ramps
of the parkade. The convoy arrives. The roar vibrates the cement below my feet, one particular rev
startles me, I miss a breath.
HANNA WILLINGER

hwillinger@cjournal.ca

PHOTOS BY HANNA WILLINGER

T

he deep blue tint blends into the
blackening skyline. The deep red
headlights illuminate my vision. Robert
Hartley-Robinson grew up with a fascination
with cars. Forever adding more toy models to
his Hot Wheels collection which had already
reached the hundreds.
While he admits his view sounds cheesy he
feels his car is a blank canvas that allows him
to delve into another non-traditional art form.
“You have a platform and you can do whatever
you want with it. It’s my canvas for showing my
own creativity.”
“And going fast is obviously fun,” he playfully
ROBERT HARTLEY-ROBINSON: 20 reminds me.
CAR: 2008 SUBARU STI To date, Hartley-Robinson has spent around
TOP SPEED: 260 KM/HR $35,000. It’s a number he seems to cringe at. He

T

he fluorescent lights bounce
off the orange paint job. Nick
Barely opens his door hesitantly,
stealing a glance from his friend, a
smirk escapes his lips, the stamp of
approval.
Barely has been fascinated with cars
since he sat his driver’s license at 14.
“It’s kind of like growing up,” he says.
He has spent countless hours in the
summer heat fixing up cars with his
friend Aaron Smith.
‘It’s kind of my life. It’s my baby. I don’t
have a kid obviously, I hope not at least,”
he chuckles at the thought. “ I’ve put

purchased the car for $25,000 and put $10,000
worth of upgrades into his masterpiece.
His upgrades include swapping out the
factory suspension for aftermarket coil overs,
upgrading the clutch, aftermarket wheels, a
carbon fibre hood, spoiler, front splitter for
aerodynamics. A 4-point racing harness for
the driver along with an aftermarket steering
wheel. Finally, the car has a Pro Tune done by
Vex Performance in Calgary.
Hartley-Robinson currently works as a highperformance snowboard coach. He also
landscapes and multi-media jobs on his own
time.
“It’s everything to me. It’s important to me
because of all the time effort and money that
has gone into it,” he laughs.

all my money into it and it’s my hobby
and my passion.” Barely is a student
in Automotive Service Technology at
SAIT. He works at Country Hills Toyota
and a Recreational Facility in Airdrie.
Barely has spent around $8,000 in
total on his car. $5,000 of that went
towards purchasing the car. He says he
hasn’t put much into upgrades aside
from general maintenance so far.
Barely’s Dream car is a Koenigsegg
One:1 This Swedish built mega car
has a 1 to 1 power ratio. It is the first NICK BARELY: 19
of its kind and can reach speeds up to CAR: 1990 NISSAN 300 ZX 2+2
TOP SPEED: 260 KM/HR
300km/h in just under 18 seconds.

AARON SMITH: 19
CAR: 1997 SUBARU IMPREZA STI TYPE R
TOP SPEED: 260 KM/HR

H

is car sports a bright blue colour,
complementing the descending blue
sky. He leans lightly against his door,
both hands submerged in his jean pockets.
“There is unlimited potential with your
vehicle,” Smith says. His passion began when
he purchased his first car and began tinkering
with different engine systems.
When asked about how much money he
has put into his car, he laughs, unsure or
unwilling to remind himself.
In total Smith has spent $16,000 on his
masterpiece. $9,500 of that purchase the
car while the remaining $6,500 was spent
on upgrades including two brand new sets
of wheels, new intake, new brakes, tweaked
suspension, aftermarket exhaust, and a new
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

blow off valve as part of his turbo setup.
“For some reason, I like to put a lot of
money into my hobbies and this was another
expensive thing I could do.”
Smith works as an alpine racing ski coach at
Nakiska. He is currently upgrading at Mount
Royal University as he works towards joining
the Canadian Airforce as a pilot.
His hobby has become his passion “In the
summer time me and Nick (Nick Barely)
spent pretty much every weekend working
on it and just hanging out in the garage. It’s
a good thing to have a [common passion
about cars] with your friends because you
can spend a lot of time together just working
on it and, they’re fun to drive,” he adds with a
warm smile.
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Ceramic artist ﬁres up her passion for pottery

Anna-Lise Schmidt creates art from mud and clay

A

MAGGIE MURRAY

mmurray@cjournal.ca

mostly in the drawing and printmaking studios.”
After graduating in 2012, Schmidt took her
first ceramics class and was captivated.
“I knew immediately that I just wanted to keep
doing it the first time I tried it. It’s kind of an addictive hobby … you can never stop learning and
finding out new things.”
Once Schmidt grasped the technique she
began volunteering as an assistant in children’s
ceramics classes. She now teaches her own class
at North Mount Pleasant Arts Centre. She enjoys
being able to teach people about her passion.
“When you have a good class it’s like hanging
out with your friends and just being able to talk
about the thing you love.”
When Schmidt isn’t busy teaching, she creates functional pieces that she sells in small
shops around Calgary. “I think that in Calgary
people are starting to be open to having really
well-crafted pieces around them which is really
cool. A lot people are going to the markets and
lots of shops opening up are supporting local
artists.”
In the future, Schmidt would like to move to
British Columbia and have space to produce her
work and teach private lessons.

nna-Lise Schmidt knew from a young age
that she’d grow up to be an artist, but she
didn’t find out her passion was ceramics
until after she graduated from art school. Now,
she’s sharing her passion for clay by both selling
her ceramics and teaching skills to others.
Schmidt was passionate about art from a
young age. She said her parents were always
supportive of her interest.
“They noticed that I liked it and I was pretty
capable, so they were definitely like, ‘Oh little
artist’ and they made sure that I was always practicing.”
Art seemed like an obvious career choice to
Schmidt from a young age. When she graduated
high school, art school was a natural choice.
“I guess when you’re 18 and you don’t really
think that far into the future and you have to
make decisions [and you think] well that one’s for
sure people tell me that I’m good at this, I like it.
So, that was an easy decision.”
Schmidt studied at the Alberta College of Art
and Design and Emily Carr University, where she
earned a visual arts degree.
“When I went to my Emily Carr I picked visual
arts as my major … So, it was pretty open, I was
36
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Anna-Lise Schmidt demonstrates her pottery skills in the studio.
ALL PHOTOS BY MAGGIE MURRAY
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INSTAGRAM SPOTLIGHT

Summer has arrived and at the @CalgaryJournal we have compiled some of the best photos
from some of our favourite #YYC Instagram accounts: @hungrycoupleyyc, @calgaryfolkfest,
@sledisland, @yycburgerbattle, @heritageparkyyc, @calgarystampede, @nhlﬂames,
@lilacfestyyc and @dailyhiveyyc
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